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BY: BLANCHE L. GANEY
Editor

Century Celebration For
Hattie Thomas

he tables in the room at the
Enoch Davis Center were
decorated with gold and sil
ver balloons. Streamers of
the same color floated majestically
through the air. Music played lightly in
the background as family and friends
filed into the room to celebrate a life
well lived. Hattie Thomas has accom
plished something that few do. She is
100 years Old. Celia Thomas, one of her
nine grandchildren, decided this mile
stone needed to be celebrated. “I want
to honor my grandmother and her life,”
said Celia.
Many of the guests who spoke about
their relationship with Mrs. Thomas
spoke of her love of her children and
family. “My mother was good to us and
she was also a strict disciplinarian,” said
Mrs, Thomas’ only son, Simmie
Thomas, “Mama taught us the power of
a mulberry switch,” Simmie continued
laughing. Simmie shared how he felt
his mother’s discipline kept him and his
siblings on the straight and narrow and
kept them out of trouble. Mrs. Thomas
has three other children, Ruth McBride,
Rassie Farmer, and Florence Jenkins all
who live in St. Petersburg. These four
children are very loving and protective from southwest Georgia.
of their mother. There are nine grand
Phyllis Young, the mistress of cere
children and seven great grandchildren mony at the celebration, guided the

Bayfront Medical
Center Celebrates
100 Years of Service

■

who proudly stand with their grand

mother. Mrs. Thomas and her family
moved to St. Petersburg in the mid 40’s

event with

elegance and grace.

Curtis*

McBride, the celebrants grandson, who
traveled from Connecticut to take part

(Left to right) City Councilman Bill Foster,
City Councilman Jeff Danner, Pinellas
County Commissioner Ken Welch, City
Councilwoman Rene Flowers, Bayfront
CEO Sue Brody, Bayfront Health System
Board Chairman Bill Heller, COO Eric
Feder, Chief of Staff Dr. Paul McRae, City
Councilman John Bryan and Bayfront
Health Foundation Board Chairman Mark
Berset ready for the ribbon-cutting of
Bayfront Medical Center's new East
Entrance lobby;
BY JOYCE NANETTE JOHNSON
Challenger Correspondent

n Saturday, March 25th, Bayfront Medical
Center held its Founder’s Day Celebration
that not only heralded 100 years of medical
service, but also the completion of the new .29 mil
lion dollar surgical unit expansion, and the opening
of the new East Entrance.
Sue Brody, President and Chief Executive Offi
cer, Eric Feder, Vice President & Chief Operating

H

Celebrant Hattie Thomas

grandmother, helped mold his life with

“Amazing Grace” on his saxophone.
Jessica Fennell and Beverly Sanders
sang songs, that, filled the room with

her love and wisdom. Michael Jackson

praise and inspiration.

in the celebration offered an opening
prayer and spoke proudly of how his

was one of the performers of the
evening, playing a splendid rendition of

The greens,

ham, chicken, macaroni and other
homemade dishes were outstanding.

Thomas continued on pg. 3

Midtown Medical Scrubs and Supplies Still Going Strong
BY: BLANCHE L. GANEY
Ediior

Owners, Kenneth Bryant, Lillian Baker-Bryant and their son Brandon.

“The medical field is what I know.
When other people are stretching their
necks to see an accident or reading
about a teenager who was shot, me and
other medical professionals are taking
care of these people. We do what we do
to try and put lives and people back
together,” said Lillian Baker-Bryant,
Respiratory Therapist and owner of
Midtown Medical Scrubs and Supplies,
located at 901 16th Street South. The
store is open six days a week closing at
6:00 pan daily and 4:00 p.m. on Satur
day. Lillian and her husband Kenneth
own this thriving business. Their store
is the only one of its kind in Midtown.
“Our prices are very competitive and
our store is easily accessible for people

working at Bayfront and St. Anthony’s
hospital,” said Baker-Bryant.
The store is filled with beautiful
scrub sets. The choice of colors and
prints are all over the color wheel. The
rainbow does not begin to explain the
array of colors. Some of the tops are
somewhat afro-centric and others are
festive like something you’d see at a
Mardi gras celebration. “Just because
people are working with sick people
doesn’t mean they have to wear somber
colors. There are no dress code restric
tions for many in the profession. Hospi
tals don’t put restrictions on color and
design,” Baker-Bryant said. A lot of the
men and women who come in and buy
these scrubs aren’t even in the medical
profession. They like the way the
scrubs fit and the comfort. The sets are
100% cotton and start as low as $18 for

Bryant

Officer and, Dr. Paul McRae, Chief of Staff, all of

Bayfront Medical Center took part in this monu
mental celebration. County Commissioner Ken
Welch and Councilwoman Renee Flowers brought
proclamations from the city and the county to con
gratulate the hospital on its auspicious accomplish
ments.
Sue Brody, who is also the first woman to chair
the Florida Hospital Association in 50 years, spoke
of what the new changes mean to Bayfront Medical
Center and the community. “We’re here to respond
to the needs of the community everyday. We’re part
of the city and woven into its’ compassion. I’m real
ly excited about the new street level entrance. It’s
more accessible for anyone with a disability.”
•
Eric Feder spoke excitedly about the new surgi
cal expansion unit. There are now 10 surgical suites *
all housed with the latest technology such as “Stryk
er Video”, which gives surgeons instant access to
lab results, radiology images, and patient informa
tion. There is also a brand new Cardiovascular
Intensive Care Unit, “This is going to provide
improved service,” Feder said, “This will make new
surgeons want to come here.”
Councilwoman Renee Flowers concurred with
Feder. “We can compete with other hospitals in the

Bayfront

continued on pg. 6

continued on pg. 6
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MIDTOWN NEWS
Project CRAFT Teaches Young
People A Craft

Cameron Robinson shows off carpentry
work.
BY: BLANCHE L. GANEY
Editor

The Project CRAFT building is nestled neatly
beneath the interstate off 28th Street South in the former
Wildwood Elementary School building. The facility sat
abandoned and full of old furniture and other discarded
items for many years. Tom Gorman, employment spe
cialist for Project CRAFT, is a pleasant man who says
he likes the new location and enjoys what he
does .“These are good kids who, for one reason or the
other, have gotten in the system ahd have to do some
things to try and get out.” Project CRAFT (Communi
ty, Restitution, Apprenticeship-Focused Training) pro
vides adjudicated youths with valuable trade skills and
job placement assistance to support their development
into contributing members of the community. Hands-on
training, community service and industry involvement
are key components of the program and hallmarks of its
success. Twenty juveniles can take part in the program
at one time. Currently there are thirteen enrolled.
Many of the students have a Division of Juvenile Jus
tice (DJJ) number which is an indication that they’ve
gotten in some sort of trouble and are in the system.
Project CRAFT, is a program of the Home Builders
Institute, the workforce development arm of the Nation
al Association of Home Builders. It is funded by the

Florida Department of Juvenile Justice.- The program
offers industry-sponsored and validated construction
trades and related skills training and job placement to
adjudicated youth. The St. Petersburg center offers car
pentry and landscaping training that can be used when
the students leave the program. “I plan to leave this
program and get a job,” said Jeremy Edwards, “I’ll be a
man and I need to take care of myself.” Jeremy is one
of several students in the program who has chosen to be
in the program, “I like this program because they treat
you like an adult,” Not all of the kids that come to the
program are there because they have criminal records.
Some were picked up for something by the police and
the charges were later dropped, but decided that they
had a better chance to acquire a G.E.D. or diploma in
the program, so they opted to stay. “No one is here by
force,” said William Neal, Project Coordinator, “This'is
a volunteer program that is presented to some of the
kids as an option when they are offered a conditional
release.”
A young man walked up off the street and wanted to
talk to someone about getting in the program. “The
smaller classrooms and opportunity to learn a trade are
appealing to so many kids,” said Neal, “Many of these
kids are considered high risk and don’t do well in a tra
ditional school.” Sixty percent of the students*in the
program are African American. A few of the young
men said they liked the fact that the peer pressure that
they experienced in their traditional schools was not an
issue in the program and they don’t miss the socializing
that goes on at the traditional schools.
The Academics of the program are handled by
Pinellas County Schools. They supply the teacher and
equipment. In the Project CRAFT facility there is one
classroom with several tables and a few computers.
The students along with Mr. Ransom, the Carpentry
instructor, gutted the building and took part in the reno
vations. They have been at the newly renovated loca
tion since January of this year. They were previously
housed at PTEC in south St. Petersburg.
Discipline is not a real issue. The real issue is atten
dance or participation^ Some of the kids put their heads
down on the desk and go to sleep. Unfortunately, many
participants enter the program with low reading levels
that cause frustration.
Participants enjoy the vocational part of the train
ing. They proudly show off the different pieces they
built. Carpentry instructor, Mr. Ransom, has over twen
ty six years of carpentry experience that he gladly
shares with students. They have built picnic tables, bar
stools and small tables and chairs. “The math part of
building is hard, but I can get it,” said Cameron Robin
son. Cameron is a smart kid who speaks politely and
directly. He plans to earn the points needed for the
G.E.D, complete the program and get on with his life.
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Mar. 30 • Senior Free Fest •

Coliseum •

chise located in Tangerine Plaza near

535 4th Ave. N. • 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. • Free

Sweetbay, 1766 22nd St. S. • Sells the

health screenings, arts and crafts, door

latest in cell phones and accessories

prizes, entertainment, food and more •

including: Nationwide long distance,

Call 892-5202.

unlimited minutes, no contracts or

Saturday 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. and

Mar. 31 • Get Downtown/Grand Prix Fast
Friday • Street Party on Central Ave. from

Sunday noon to 6 p.m. • Call 822-

2nd to 3rd St. • 5:30 to 10 p.m. • Live music

9161 for the latest specials.

by On Q Players. Free • Call 393-3597.

In a hurry for snacks or light gro

Mar. 31 to Apr. 2 • 2006 Honda Grand Prix
Of St. Petersburg • Downtown St. Peters

credit checks • Open Monday to

ceries? Try

Novell’s Quick Market •

2930 18th Ave. S. • Open daily 7 a.m.

burg. Indy Racing League Series street-cireuit

to 11 p.m. • Call 327-9291.

race along a 14 turn, 1.8 mile temporary track.
• www.gpstpete.com or 824-7223.

Connie's Bar-B-Q •

1795 16th

St. S. • Serves the best barbecue ribs,

Apr. 1 • Pioneer Jamboree •

beef and chicken. Side orders include

Pinellas

Pioneer Settlement • 2900 31st St. S. 9 a.m.

potato salad, coleslaw, baked beans,
to 5 p.m. • Features old fashioned fun, food,
soft drinks, juices and Connie's
clothing, music, authentic pioneer sawmill, i
famous sweet potato pie • Call 894blacksmith shop, and furnished 19th century
3258.
home • Free • Call 893-7326.

Red's Snak Shak •

1701 16th

St. S., is home of the "Big Red"

Apr. 1 • Roil, Rock & Remember •

burgers, fried chicken, gizzards, fish

Coliseum • 535 4th Ave. N. • 7 to 11. p.m.

and shrimps. Also features thick

Live band, dancing, silent auction and raffle.

strawberry, pineapple, vanilla or

Funds raised support child abuse prevention

chocolate shakes. • Eat in or take out.

programs • Call 892-5202.

• Call 822-4442.

Apr. 2 • Porsche On Parade •
Flo’s Place •

South Straub

Park • Bayshore Dr. & 2nd Ave. N.E. • 9:30

1035 MLK St. S. •

Carry-out family restaurant specializ

a.m. to 5 p.m. • New, vintage and racing

ing in wings, soups, salads, sandwich

Porsches on display • Free • Call 823-2555.

es, shrimp, fish and ribs. Don't forget
about Flo's thirst-quenching home

Apr. 2 • Music Fest On The Water * The

made lemonade and the "Soul Food

Pier • 800 2nd Ave. N.E. 1 to 4 p.m. • Live

Sunday Extravaganza." Sunday menu
varies, including fried chicken, baked

music in the courtyard by Tuf Luck • Free •

chicken, smothered pork chops, bar

Call 821-6443.

becue ribs, ox tails, collard greens,
macaroni and cheese, candied yams,

Apr. 3 • Picnic In The Park

corn bread, banana pudding and

Field • 3:05 p.m. • Come watch the first

peach cobbler • Open Sunday 12:30

game of the Rays 2006 season on the

• Tropicana

to 5 p.m.; Tuesday through Thursday,

RaysVision scoreboard. Picnic baskets wel

11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Friday &

comed • www.devilrays.com or 888-FAN-

Saturday, 11:30 a.m. 9 p.m. Closed

RAYS.

Mondays. • Call 551 -9595.

Classy Flowers •

Apr. 5 to May 7 • American Stage In The
' Park Presents Crowns: Portraits of Black
Women in Church Hats • Demens Landing

2452 Central Ave. •

Specializes in custom-designed fresh
floral arrangements. Silk arrangements

,

•. 1st Ave. S. & Tampa Bay • After 20 years of

and gift items are also available.
producing Shakespeare at Demens Landing,
Deliveries are made in St. Petersburg
and surrounding areas. • Family busi

American Stage kicks off a new tradition in
the park with Crowns, Regina Taylor's soul

ness owned by mother and son duo,
stirring, hip-swaying musical • Tickets $13
Darlene and Ryan Bagshaw. • Open
to $25 • Free general admission tickets for
Monday through Friday 9 p.m. to 5
p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. •

children under 13*

Call

823-PLAY.

Contact owner Ryan Bagshaw, 388-

Apr. 8 • Ferrari Show •

3905.

The Pier • 800 2nd

Ave. N.E. *10 a.m. to 4 p.m. • Automobiles

Frogue’s Hair Styling •
Ave. •

2817 Central

Offers full service hair care

on display by local Ferrari Club • Free •
www.stpetepier.com or 821 -6443.

including hair relaxers, hair cuts, per
manent waves, hair coloring, hair
weaves and extensions • Open

Students Anthony Hanson on left and Christopher Wright

Wednesday, Thursday & Friday 8 a.m.

Apr. 8 • Spring Fest •

USF St. Petersburg •

140 7th Ave. S. • Harborside Lawn *11 a.m.
to 3 p.m. • Family event featuring a caricatur

to 6 p.m.; Saturday 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. •
ist, petting zoo, carnival games, egg hunt and
Call 327-6741 to schedule an appoint
hot dogs • usfharborside@yahoo.com for
ment • Walk-ins welcome.
more information.

M & N Island Kitchen •

3002 Central

Ave. • Offers a variety of Jamaican

“What a child can
do today with

cuisine — jerk chicken, curry goat and

Apr. 8 & 9 • TASCO Pierfest 2006 •

Spa

Beach Park • 615 2nd Ave. N.E. (near the

oxtails. Dinners served with rice and

Pier approach) • Skateboard, BMX and inline

beans, Johnny cake, and cabbage or

competition, wake boarding, Big Air Moto

a salad. Soups, a variety of Jamaican

Cross demos, Teen Battle of the Bands,

beverages and desserts are also avail

games, and vendors • $10 admission •

able • Hours are Monday through

www.pierfest.com or 892-5060.

Thursday 9:30 a.m. to 9 pm.; Friday

The Board of Directors of the

assistance, she

G.

Dr, Carter
Woodson
African-American Museum

and Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. •

Apr. 10 • Major League Baseball •

Limited seating • Call 322-2550 for

Opening Day at Tropicana Field! • 7:15 p.m. •

take out.

First home game of the 2006 season. Tampa

will be able

Bay Devil Rays vs. Baltimore Orioles •
www.devilrays.com or 888-FAN-RAYS.

Cordially invites you to attend! the

| | Ribbon Cutting Ceremony

to do by herself

jf’riday tfie Seventh of JLprif
Two 'Thousand'and!Six

tomorrow”;

6 - ffjmt
'

2240 Ninth Avenue South
St Petersburg, Florida 33712
Eight refreshments will! he served!.

RSVP by March 31* @ 727-323-1104 or woodsonmuseumb@yaboo.com

Lev Vygotsky

st.petersburg
www.stpete.org
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MIDTOWN NEWS continued

ART

OF LIVIN'
Norman E. Jones II

It’s Time For Us To Support
Our Team; What A Difference A
Year Has Made!

Tampa Bay Devil Rays Baseball Field
At first I was resentful toward our new
major league baseball team. It took me a while
to accept the word “devil” in the team’s name.
It took me a while to forgive our city for dis

placing the historic African American commu
nity to build the Florida Suncoast Dome in an
effort to impress Major League Baseball own
ers just to get them to award our city a team. It
took me a while to acknowledge why I wanted
the Tampa Bay Devil Rays to stay in last place
in the American League East.
On the other hand, I was happy when I saw
African Americans in attendance at the games
at Tropicana Field along with other baseball
fans.'
Now I am not so sure that the word “devil”
conjures up the same negativity in my mind as
it did in the past when used to identify the St.
Petersburg baseball team. I’ve since learned
that the devilfish is the largest type of ray in the
ocean. I’m not so sure our city is solely respon
sible for not erecting historic markers in the
Gas Plant area that was once home to many
African Americans. Perhaps that endeavor

Aerial view of Tampa Bay Devil Rays Home, Tropicana Field

should have been the cause for those who to making our team more competitive and,
wanted it. I am not so sure I will root against attending the game more family friendly.
We (the community) should began to sup
our team as I’ve done in the, past. As a matter
of fact, I am launching a personal campaign to port our team on next Monday (April 3) when
get others who might have felt as I once did to everyone is invited to “Picnic in the Park” at
support the Rays, for a variety of reasons. We the Tropicana Field and root for the Rays to
should not wait until they win the World Series win their 2006 opening game. We are playing
the Baltimore Orioles at the Orioles home field
to become baseball fans — again!
The new Tampa Bay Devil Rays are bring in Camden Yards in downtown Baltimore,
ing a new team attitude this season. They are Maryland.
You can bring the entire family “back
making the game more affordable to attend.
They are making meaningful contributions to home” to the old Gas Plant area and park your
Midtown. They are improving the team to have car near where “Big Mama’s” old house used
to be. Pack your own picnic lunch basket and
a winning season.
We can now park in the parking lots for watch the game on the RaysVison video scorefree; plus bring our own food inside the board at no cost to you.
I will be there with my camera and tape
“Trop”. We have a new state of the art baseball
facility across the interstate where our youth recorder to document our new attitudes toward
can play baseball while their parents watch in our team. What a difference a year made for
comfort. The Ray’s new owners are committed • me, for us and for our team!

Thomas
from front page

Grandson, Curtis was a bit curi
ous about how things were when
his grandmother was bom March
21,1906. He discovered that a gal
lon of gas was 28 <t, a pound of
bread was 05 <t, and a gallon of
milk was 28<t.
Some guests
remembered those prices while
others ehuckled in disbelief. When
Mrs. Thomas was bom, Theodore
Roosevelt was president. She has
lived under administrations of 18
presidents. She smiled when she
heard some of these things rqad.
She also smiled when granddaugh
ter, Toni Thomas, who traveled all
the way from Seattle. Washington
recounted a story about her, her
brother and cousin, who got in
trouble and learned first hand about
the mulberry switch, “I was the
youngest and I think my cousin and
brother owe me an apology for get
ting me in trouble,” Said Toni over
laughter.
“Cousin Hattie always made us
feel welcome in her home,” said
Betty Hayward a cousin, “We would
go to her home in Georgia during
the summer. My sihlings and I were
amazed at how hard they all worked
on the farm, but the bigger concern
for us was where was the bathroom.
We later learned the bathroom was
outside.” Life certainly has changed
in one hundred years. Very few
things can be purchased for a quar
ter. Few children know anything
about hard labor, yet Hattie’s family
speaks of. good times and family
times that could not be replaced
with video games and television.
They remember great times when
they were all together and spent
time with one another and their
mom. Congratulations Mrs. Hattie
Thomas; you have accomplished
many things in your one hundred
years, but the thing that stands out is
the family that stands proudly with
you loving you and caring for you;
an indicator of a a life well lived.
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Childs Park - April 6th
(13th Ave. & 43rd St. South)

Campbell Park ■ April 7th
(behind Tropicana Field)

@ 4 PM

For more information call 727*327-0771
Hattie Thomas with Florence Jenkins and Simmie Thomas

THIS WILL CHANGE YOUR LIFE FOREVER!
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It's Hard Out Here For A
(Anti-) Pimp!
I don’t know about
you, but the shock I
feel for the Oscar
awarded to Three 6
Mafia for best original
song is not one of
joy over how that
Anthony
could happen. It was
Asadullah
more a shock of
Samad
pain as to why this
would happen. Why would, of all the
movies that were created in 2005, and all
the songs and soundtracks that came out
in 2005, that the only one that the
Academy could identify is “It’s Hard
Out Here For A Pimp." Certainly, hip
hop is the major music genre of the day
and deserves its long over due “day in
the sun.”
But this is not about the genre or the
makers of the song. This is about another
opportunity to misrepresent the context
of African American life within a small
subset of negative imagery that will last
lifetimes. There is nothing original about
“pimping” or songs about pimping. But
the “pimp mentality” only survives
through the “black prism” by which the
world sees this sub-culture as pervasive
or a mainstream element in everyday
black life.
Black- children and young adults
have a hard enough time finding positive
images to aspire to without having the
destructive ones constantly pounded into
their heads. And no matter how much we
try to counteract the negative imagery
with positive ones-no matter how much
we try to negate the pimp mentality with
more constructive images of black life
beyond the street life (and there is successful
back life beyond the hood-athletes and
entertainers manage to find once they
succeed)-thuggery and pimpin’ seem to
be revived in the media, and now celebrated
as an “original” contribution of the highest
ilk, in the most recognized artistry award
ceremony in the world. They must’ve
forgot about “Superfly.”
But there is a deeper piece here, one
that gives you that sinking feeling that
another cruel joke has been played on
Black America, on national television,
when a song with a subject that most of
us don’t even relate to-somehow gets to
be the mantra for creative artistry in a
movie. It's hard out here for those of us
who are trying to reverse the deconstruction
of the black male image as violent, over
sexed and maniacal when the only thing
America is willing to show is black men
as unemployed loafers, gangstas, jailbirds,
hustlers, over feminine (flamingly) gays
and, of course, their favorite, as pimps.
'Beyond the other negative images,
the pimp is worse than them all because
his existence relies on the exploitation
and degeneration of women. Pimps are
what some young men aspire to be, and
pimping is a predator mindset that
allows a leech of a person (the pimp) to
live off its host (the women who he
transform into a prostitute). In a time
when the biggest in the black male/female
is trust issues over finances, the seed is
always planted that any assistance to her
man can easily be translating into some
kind of pimping arrangement-breeding
even a greater distrust and greater
estrangement among segments of the
black community that are co-dependent
on each other in helping change the state
of black community reality. The very
inteijection of the pimp mentality signals
the desire to exploit in ways that leaves

the exploiter and exploited victim, the
pimp in their inability to sustain beyond
devaluing another person to survive and
the whore imprisoned in their own
absence of self-esteem that doesn’t allow
them to rise beyond serving the exploiter.
Meanwhile, we are never able to really
discuss the ways our communities are
really “pimped” (exploited) by those who
rob of the means to self-sustain and
flourish. We can only discuss how we
step on each other to rise (bangin’, slangin’,
hoe-ing, druggin’) and the pimp never
looks at the trail of destruction they
leave behind. Just their own glorification,
as temporary as it is.
No other community allows the
most negative of their cultural, reality to
be glorified in the way African
Americans feed this pimp mentality.
Let’s take the white gay male mentality
as a comparison. Every one thought
Brokeback Mountain was going to be
the runaway winner at jthe Oscars this
year. But white America was not quite
ready to embrace the imagery of two gay
cowboys along side the country’s long
fashioned fascination with the gallantry
and heroism associated with the American
cowboy and the macho-ism of the
“Wild, Wild West legacy. Given the
choice of best movie on race or validated
homosexuality tied to the macho white
male imagery, the academy choose to
deal with something they’ve struggled
with for 200 years versus introducing a
new image of white males that in the
eyes of some, like Christian conservatives,
carries some negative connotations.
They weren’t ready for John Wayne
to turn over in his grave over the decon
struction of an image of hero-macho-ism
that he (and the academy) spend 50
years constructing. And they would give
best original song with a theme that it
ain’t easy being gay, or drug-user, or a
serial killer, or any other negative
imagery historically associated with
White men. And they make hundreds of
movies to counteract that one movie,or
song that might portray negative
imagery. But they have ho problem
resurrecting “the black pimp,” in movie
of song, over and over again, like that’s
the only thing a black man can be. The
successful or intelligent or articulate
black men in the Sidney Portier image
hasn’t been resurrected since Sidney left
the screen. Positive black imagery is,
rarely portrayed, and even more rarely
rewarded by the academy.
Dirty cops, slaves, wicked women,
pimps, we can get plenty of recognition
for those roles and now the ni**a, *itch,
hoe mentality wins an Oscar. No matter
how hard we try to reject these images,
they find their way back in the limelight
of America entertainment venues. Now,
people walking past black people at
work, talkin’ ‘bout, “Ifs hard out here
for a pimp.” Somehow, I don;'t think that
smile (or smirk) on their face is a con
gratulatory one. Black America is being
laughed at, again under the guise of
creative recognition. Now we can expect
more “pimp” songs and more “wanna-be”
pimps as reality always imitates art in
our communities (versus the other Way
around).
More damage for us, to try to
reverse. More young minds for us to try
to keep straight while the celebration
gets louder. All I can say is, “It’s hard
out here for an anti-pimp.”
i

Decency To 'Those People*
Half a million people
poured into the
streets of Los
Angeles on Saturday
to protest the various
Republican-sponsored proposals in
By Eugene
Congress
that
Robinson.
would demonize
illegal immigrants. Hundreds marched
yesterday in Detroit, which, last I
checked, is nowhere near the Mexican
border. Tens of thousands have
demonstrated in Phoenix, Denver and
other cities across the country. In
every case, the crowds were mostly
Latino.
We all know that Latinos are the
nation’s largest minority and that most
of the people in those demonstrations
either were bom iri the United States
or are here legally. But we also know
that at least some of those protesters
had gone through the experience of
crossing the border illegally under the
tutelage of avaricious people-smugglers
known as “coyotes.” At least some had
been here for months or years, working

you did know these things about
individual immigrants, whether they’re
from Mexico or El Salvador or China
or Brazil, I think you would find the
debate in Congress almost grotesque.
Should we declare that they are all
criminals? Should we make criminals
of the people who give them jobs, too?
Should we build a Berlin Wall alpng
the border? It’s possible to take such
draconian measures against Those
People - but not against lovely Marta,
who waxes your floors, or genial Juan,
who tends your azaleas. So to side
with the xenophobeS, you have to
know as little about Marta and Juan as
.possible.
In terms of realpolitik, the immi
gration issue is easy:Tf the Republican
leadership in Congress wants to alienate
Latino voters and drive them into the
embrace Of the Democratic Party, it’s
tempting to let them do it. But that
means ignoring the reality, that we’re
talking about individuals, not Those
People. And it means abandoning the
process of inflow, adaptation and
renewal that has made this nation of

to send money honie to their families,

immigrants so dynamic and resourceful-

keeping their heads down, somehow

managing to carve out lives for them
selves and their children.
Who are they? After the demon
strations were over, where did they
go? Are,they so diabolically clever at
hiding in plain sight? Or is it that the
rest of us refuse to see them, because
by seeing them we would have to
acknowledge their humanity?
That willful blindness is why the
debate on illegal imrpigration is so
hypocritical. If we lump undocumented
immigrants into an undifferentiated
mass of Those People, we can avoid
really looking at the immigrant experi
ence. And we can convince ourselves
that it is somehow different from the
periodic waves of immigration that
have shaped this nation - that suddenly
it is not an issue, or even a problem,
but an urgent crisis.
There are an estimated 12 million
immigrants in the United States illegally.
That many people don’t just fade info
the woodwork. The fact is, we see
undocumented immigrants every day.
Maybe they vacuum your office af
night. Maybe they landscape your
garden or clean your house or cook the
food at your favorite restaurant. You
probably don't know where they live.
You probably don’t know, their children’s
names or where they go to school. You
probably don’t know what it was like
for them to buy a car or even get a
driver’s license. You probably don’t
know where they get medical care. If

I don’t get many chances to say

that George W. Bush is right, but I
think he really understands the immi
gration issue on both the political and
the personal level. His guest-worker
program is a mess. Does he really
expect millions of people to report for;
deportation? Won't employers have an
incentive to exploit the guest workers
when they know they will never have
citizenship, and therefore will never
have any political clout? But I do give
the president credit for seeking a com
promise that will quiet the nativists in
his party and maybe buy some time for
cooler heads to prevail.
Much better is the proposal by
Sens. John McCain and Edward
Kennedy that would declare what
amounts to an amnesty for undocu
mented immigrants. They would both
take issue with that characterization,
because “amnesty” is a forbidden
word, but that's what it would be “illegals” who reported to authorities
would be able to stay in the country
and eventually begin the process of
seeking citizenship. It seems unlikely,
though, that this reasonable plan will
fly.
. Whatever Congress does, 12 mil
lion people aren’t going to pack up
and go home overnight. They are here
- Marta and Juan, not Those People.
We see them every day. Let’s deal With,
them as fellow human beings.
■
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TAMPABAY AREA NEWS
The MDC of the American
Cancer Society Has A Gala

Author Vee Garcia Lectures With A Steady Beat

The American Cancer Society Minority Development Committee
The members of the Minority
Development Committee (MDC) of the
American Cancer Society, Pinellas Unit,
have finalized plans for their 17th Annu
al Charity Gala. The event will be held
at the St. Petersburg Hilton, Saturday,
April lst. It will kick-off with a 6pm
social hour followed by a 7pm din
ner.

invitation to the entire community to
join them in this celebration. Tickets are
$40 and can be purchased from any
member of the committee, or by call
ing Pearl McCall at 327-6094 and
Rosena Ashwood at 823-0247.
Don’t miss this worthy celebration!
Together, we can make a huge differ
ence. See you Saturday.

The committee extends a cordial
Author Vee Garcia
BY RICK GEE,

Florida May Require High
School Students To
Declare A Major
By: ANDREA FANTA
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE

(AP)
Lila and Andrew
Zoghbi are bored five days
a week in classes at Chiles
High School.
It's not that they are
slackers. In fact, they are
honor students with high
ambitions. Lila, 15, plans
to be an engineer, and her
brother, 17, wants to
design video games. The
problem, they say, is that
school is not giving them
the career preparation they
want.
"It's just stuff I don't
think I'm really going to
need for the job I want,"
Lila said. "I'd probably
like it if I had more things
to help me in the future."
Students like the
Zoghbis would get an edu
cation more tailored to
their career plans under a
proposal from Gov. Jeb
Push
that
education
experts say would make
Florida the first state to
require incoming high
school freshmen to declare
a major, just like college
students.
Bush said the plan
would help prepare stu
dents better for the real
world and reduce ,the
dropout rate by making
school more interesting.
Last year, nearly 3 percent
of
Florida's
roughly
800,000 high school stu
dents dropped out. "We don't want them
to drop out of school or be
unprepared to take on the
challenges of the 21st cen
tury," the governor said.
"It's a really smart way to
make high school more
relevant and prepare
young people for what col
lege will hold."
Some educators sup

port the plan, while others states require schools to
study
fear it will deprive stu offer different
tracks,
and
most
offer
dents of a broad liberal arts
education and put even vocational training, career
more pressure on young preparation classes and the
people.
opportunity to earn college
"People want to know credit for some courses.
why college admissions is
But none has gone as
so frenzied and why kids far as Florida would with
can't be kids’ anymore. It's majors and minors, said
things like this that are at Sunny Deye, a policy spe
the root of it," said Bari cialist with the National
Meltzer Norman, a mem Conference of State Legis
ber of the National Associ latures.
ation for College Admis
Mary Exum, a Pen
sion Counseling and asso sacola area science teach
ciate director of college er, warned that most high
counseling at Ben Lipson school freshmen may not
Hillel Community High . be mature enough to
School in North Miami decide which track they
Beach.
will follow for four years.
Under Florida's plan, Most college students
high school students change their majors sever
would be able to major in al times, she said.
such subjects as humani
Under the plan, stu
ties, English, communica dents could change their
tions, math, science, histo majors and still graduate
ry, social studies, arts, for as long as they earned 24
eign languages‘and voca high school credits. Exum
tional skills. They would also said the state should
also have to declare a look to teachers, and not a
minor.
new required program, to
For example, to pre relieve classroom bore
pare for her career, Lila dom.
would have to earn four
"Schools should pro
credits in major courses vide more vocational and
like engineering, space educational opportunities
technology and physics, that are missing for stu
15 core credits in courses dents," she said. "But to
like math, science and mandate it for everybody
English and 5 minor cred in high school, I don't
its in elective courses like think that's a good idea."
drama, zoology and Span
Meltzer
Norman
ish. She and her brother agreed: "Why not encour
approve of the governor's age internships, and let
plan.
high school students con
"It's still a required tinue to get the best prepa
class _ it's not like it's ration for a broad-based
going to be super-fun _ but liberal arts and sciences
at least you're getting stuff education while still in
out of the way quicker, high school?"
and getting prepared,"
Even educators who
Andrew said. The plan support the plan are wor
goes before the state ried that school counselors
House for a final vote on would be overwhelmed in
Thursday and then would trying to provide the inten
have to be approved in the sive guidance students
Senate. At least 13 other would need.

Challenger Correspondent

As the spring season
arrived on March 20th,
most of us will step back
and take a good look at
the winter season past.
Where did it go? What
did we do? Where are
we going? Apparently,
the St. Petersburg Muse
um of History has
answered the ‘Where are
we going?’ question with
the appointment Of their
new Executive Director,
Jessica Ventimiglia. Ta
king over the reins as the
new administrator, she
and Rinita Anderson,
Marketing & Develop
ment Coordinator have
begun to guide the Muse
um toward areas of inter
est that will surely estab
lish more of a« following
than in the past.
A part of Ventimiglia
and Anderson’s progres
sive program occurred
just last month when on
February 2nd, the Muse
um opened the “Florida’s
Got the Blues” and the
“Diamond Teeth Mary’’
exhibits. On May 4th,
Peter Gallagher of the
WMNF Florida Folk
Show and one of Flori
da’s best-known journal
ists and historians will
show a film that he docu
mented on “The Life of
Diamond Teeth Mary”
and, host a “Wine &
Cheese Lecture” featur
ing Blues artist, Blind
Willie James. In addi
tion, during the months of
April and May, the Al
Downing Tampa Bay
Jazz Association, the
Blues Society, and the
Pinellas County Arts
Council will partner with
the Museum offering a
series of blues concerts
and events.
Continuing with their
“Wine & Cheese Lecture
Series,” while at the same
time, maintaining their
focus on music, specifi
cally “Jazz”, last Friday,
March 17th, the Museum

presented as guest lectur
er, the up and coming
author Vee Garcia.: Gar
cia is currently fulfilling
literary engagements for
the spring, summer and
early autumn lecturing
about her latest novel,
“The Jazz Flower”. And,

just like one of the char
acters in any of the three
novels she’s,written, Vee Garcia is a jazz enthusiast
and lectures as entertain
ingly as she writes. Her
new novel is a blend of
romance and jazz from
years gone by. It is a fic
titious novel about a jazz
singer during the 1930’s '
and 1940’s. This recently
published novel is Gar
cia’s third and a follow
up to her first novel “For
bidden Circles”. Her sec
ond novel, “Whatever It
Takes” was published in
2002.
Garcia’s novels were
found to be more than just
stories about suspense,
and romance, but of
strong characters, moti
vating plots, and especial
ly interesting because
they’re set within a jazz
theme. Her characters are
like some of our real-life
friends who enjoy listen
ing to jazz, attend jazz
clubs and concerts.. Some
of her characters are jazz
musicians or jazz vocal
ists. Garcia is the widow
of a popular Tampa Bay
area jazz musician (drum
mer and harpist), Robert
M. Garcia, thus she draws
upon much of her knowl
edge obtained from her
relationship with him and-

many of his jazz musician
friends and associates.
During- her lecture, she
shared that while growing
up, although she was into
the
music
of
her
day...Motown and R&B,
she grew up with an
appreciation of jazz, since
her parents always played
jazz music in the home.
Garcia says her nov
els take place in the
1920’s through the ‘40’s
because some of that time
was during the Harlem
Renaissance era. This
was a time, she says that
black Americans in the
cultural arts were making
some progress, musicians
Were being hired, black
artists were selling their
paintings, and authors
selling books. As for how
she researches for her
novels, she claims some
interviews are taken over
the telephone, some ih
person, and much re
search is ddne in the
library. Questioned about
where her next novel Will
take place, Garcia says
the story is set in North
Florida, somewhere near
St. Augustine. “I won’t
say exactly where in.
North Florida yet, I think
it would be bad luck for
me to reveal that before
the book is completely

written.”
Vee C cia’s latest
novel, “The Jazz Flower”
was published in January
2006. A native of Wash
ington, D.C., she majored
in English at University
of District of Columbia.
In 1990, she relocated to
Tampa, Florida, and
began to focus on short fi
ction. Ms. Garcia be
came a co-founder of the
Nathari Writers Guild
established in 1994, and it
was while working with
the group, plus various;
workshops and writers
conferences that she
honed her craft.
Garcia’s next tour
date in the Tampa Bay
area will take place on
April 22, 2006 at Books
for Thought, 10910 N.
56th Street, Tampa, FL
33617 from 3:00 - 5:00
p.m. You can learn about
her other books and stay
informed of her literary
activities by visiting
www.yeegarcia.com.
You can also email her at
veegarciawriter @ aol .com
with any questions or
comments about her
books or literary services.

1-800-MORGAN-LAW
TAMPA (813)651-1414

Free Hospital and House Calls • Se Habla Espanol
i.
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon
advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send you free, written information
about our qualifications and experience. *Percentage fee computed on gross
recovery before expenses (which we will advance) are deducted. Office Tampa.
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Bayfront

The Legacy of a Legend
BY: CHRIS WAGAR
To Chris Lamb, the
term hero is a word that is
bandied around with little
regard. But in Lamb’s
mind that is exactly what
Jackie Robinson was.
“To be a hero you
have to leave home and
take on a series of chal
lenges and sacrifice your
self for a cause greater
than yourself,” said Lamb,
an associate professor at
the College of Charleston
in South Carolina. “That
is exactly what Jackie
Robinson did.”
Lamb is the author of
Blackout: The Untolcf
Story of Jackie Robin
son’s First Spring Train
ing, which was awarded
the 2005 Harry T. and
Harriette V. Moore Award
for Best Social and Ethno
graphic
History
and
excerpted in The Best
Baseball Writing of 2005,
according to the Universi
ty of Nebraska Press web
site.
Lamb spoke to about
30 people recently about
Robinson’s first spring
training at the Florida
Center for Teachers at the
University of South Flori
da St Petersburg.
The first story of the
civil rights era began on
Feb. 28,1946, Lamb said.
That’s when Jackie Robin
son and his wife began the
long trek from Los Ange
les to Florida for spring
training. During the trip,
they were bumped twice
from flights to make room
for white passengers.
Finally
after
being
bumped the second time
in Pensacola, Robinson
and his wife gathered their
belongings and boarded a
bus to complete the last
leg of the trip.
While on the bus,
Robinson and his wife
were told to move to the
back. Robinson moved,
and his decision to move
proved to be a monumen
tal one because it was

Jack Roosevelt “Jackie” Robinson
likely the first time he had ing on the same field.
ever deferred to racial
One game was can
inequality.
celed in DeLand because
While serving in the the lights were not work
Army during WWII, he ing. The game had been
was court-martialed for a scheduled at noon.
similar incident when h6
Robinsori’s
first
refused to move to the spring training with the
back of a bus. Robinson Dodgers was less than
fought and won the court phenomenal.
martial in the first docu
“He couldn’t hit and
mented case of him chal couldn’t throw,” Lamb
lenging segregation.
said. “His shoulders hurt
“Robinson knew that from carrying the load of
if he didn’t restrain him- millions.”
self on the bus then the
Robinson that spring
whole experiment of inte was assigned to the Mon
grating baseball would treal Royals, the Dodgers
fail,” Lamb said.
Triple A affiliate. In his
Robinson’s trials and first game, away from the
tribulations were not sim spotlight and pressure of
ply limited to outside that first spring training,
pressures.
he collected four hits in
Participating in spring his first five at bats and
training with the Brooklyn went on to be named the
Dodgers, he faced mount Royals Most Valuable
ing challenges - from not Player for the season after
having relationships with leading them to the league
the white players to not championship.
being allowed to partici
When jubilant fans
pate in games.
chased him for three blocks
Daytona was the only after the last game, a black
city that allowed him to journalist wrote, "It was prob
play, Lamb said. Cities ably the only day in history
such as Sanford and that a black man ran from a
DeLand barred white and white mob with love instead
black players from play of lynching on its mind,"

from front page

according to an excerpt from
BasebaDLibrabiy.cc>m.
That next spring the
Dodgers moved their
training complex to Cuba
from Florida and Robin
son, . with an impressive
spring, made the Major
League ball club.
Robinson’s first sea
son proved to be very
tough, but the Brooklyn
crowd loved his aggres
sive style, said Art Hines,
90, a Brooklyn native.
“They cheered him to
the rafters at Ebbets
Field,”
.Hines
said.
“Every time he started to
steal the place roared.”
That first season for
the Dodgers he batted
.297, with 12 homeruns
and 29 steals which led
the league, for that he was
named Rookie of the Year.
Throughout his career
the disdain about the color
of his skin would continue
- from balls being thrown
at him, to base runners
sliding, into him with the
spikes on their shoes, to
hearing numerous death
threats, he rose above it all
to inspire generations of
blacks and whites.
That first spring train
ing in 1946 proved to be
beneficial for more than
just African American ath
letes.
“Those six weeks did
n’t just change baseball,
they were the first steps
taken in the civil rights
movement?’ Lamb said.
Jackie Robinson was
elected into the Baseball
Hall of Fame in 1962. In
1997, the 50th anniversary
of his major league debut,
Robinson’s number 42
was retired by all Major
League Baseball teams.
Chris Wagar is a
reporter for the Neighbor
hood-News Bureau, a pro
gram of the Department of
Journalism and Media
Studies at the University
of South Florida St.
Petersburg.

area, and I think the change has
raised employee morale. Bayfront
offers a quality, safe, clean environ
ment, and a wonderful staff.”
Bayfront Medical is also pro
jected to complete a new Bayfront
Baby unit in 2009 that All .Chil
dren’s Hospital is now constructing.
All obstetrics, labor, and delivery
will be re-located there.
County Commissioner Ken
Welch offered praise to Bayfront

Bryant
from front page
a set. “I’ve found a good
supplier so I can pass those
savings oil to my cus
tomer.”
Bryant-Baker is a -true
entrepreneur; she is already
making plans to expand her
business by 'researching a
durable medical equipment
business. She says many
people are in need of walk
ers, bedside commodes and
other medical equipment
that they don’t have access
to and many of the compa
nies that deliver the equip
ment to patients usually
don’t have the time or
know how to set the equip
ment up or instruct patients
on how to use the equip
ment. “I care about people
and I would want to make
sure that the customers I
served had what they need
ed.” She is a respiratory
therapist, business owner,
mother and wife and she is
good at what she does.
“I’m able to do what I do
because I have a great fam
ily and wonderful husband
who are always in my cor
ner.”

Medical Center, but also voiced a
concern for the future of it’s charita
ble care and the possibility of some
type of national health care plan.
' “Bayfront is a regional asset and
an integral fiart of 6ur community. It
has been a ray of hope for people
who can’t afford eare.” Annually
Bayfront gives 15 million dollars of
charitable or indigent care service.
Commissioner Welch continued,
“Bayfront has long had a policy of
not turning people away, but how
long can that continue? Health care
funding, whether it is state or feder

al funding raises concerns as to how
to fund healthcare and medical dis
parity. We’re the richest nation in
the world and we need to have a
healthcare system that can provide
basic healthcare to all citizens.”
Bayfront Medical Center started
in 1906 as The St. Petersburg Sani
tarium with 15 beds. It integrated in
1961. It is now a 502 bed, not for
profit teaching hospital. It is the
only trauma center in Pinellas
County and the hospital’s Bayflite
emergency helicopters cover a 15
county region.

NO Out-Of-Pocket Costs!
for Electric and Power Wheelchairs*

Pride

Sales • Service • Rentals

Products Corp.

• Wheel Chairs - Electric and Manual

• Power Chairs ’ Scooters • Walkers
• Ramps • Lift Chairs

Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm Sat by Appointment

3300 Dr. Martin Luther King Street North
(9th St. North, across from Kash n’ Karry)

(727) 820-9101

‘Covered by Medicare &
Supplements ’

Minority Owned

MID PENINSULA MAFOOD
MAMET S MITAURANT

400 * 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
(717) 317-8309
(717) 318-8300
Mon.-Sat. 11 AN to 9 PM
Sunday... Gone Fishin*

h. WHERE THE LOCALS BUY

FOR OVER 11 YEARS

The campus. The bay. The envy.
Introducing waterfront student housing
at USF St. Petersburg.

PLEASE
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OUR

Who Must Apply?
Students starting kindergarten, 6th and 9th grades and those entering a
Pinellas public sqhool for the first time in August 2006 NEED TO APPLY

PAPER BY

Incoming kindergarteners and new students MUST be registered at a
Family Education and Information Center before applying.

SUPPORT

Children turning 5 on or before Sept. 1, 2006, are
eligible to start kindergarten in August.
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Family Education and
Information Centers
North County Location
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Clearwater, FL 33755
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ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH OF THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
COLORED PEOPLE (NAACP)

DAYSTAR OFFERS HELP

SPC’S LIBRARY BOOK SALE APRIL 5-6

(Utlruticr

WITH PRESCRIPTIONS

TEN STAR ALL STAR
BASKETBALL CAMP\

The annual Library Book Sale at St. Petersburg College

If you take prescription drugs, have a limited income,

The NAACP will sponsor a town hall meeting for

Applications are now being evaluated for The Ten Star

is seffor 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. April 5-6 at multiple locations.

and don’t have insurance that covers prescriptions, the

African American elementary, middle, high school stu

All Star Summer Basketball Camp.

Medication Advocacy Program at Daystar Life Center

dents and their parents/caregivers in cooperation with

invitation only. Boys and Girls ages 10-19 are eligible

may

your

Pinellas County Schools. The forum will be held Satur

to apply. College basketball scholarships are possible

medications free or at low cost directly from pharma

day, April 8,2006 from 8:30 a.m: until 1:30 p.m. at John

for players selected to the All-American Team. Camp

ceutical companies. Daystar is a private, nonprofit,

Hopkins Middle School located at 701 16th Street

locations include: Babson Park, FL, Prescott, AZ, Thou

community-supported organization serving through

Hundreds of books - including novels, reference books
and non-fiction tomes — are being offered at each loca
tion at super-bargain prices (most in the 25-cent range)
LibraryBook Sale sites are in the libraries at these loca
tions: Caruth Health Education Center, 66th Street N at
Park Boulevard, Pinellas Park. Clearwater Campus,
2465 Drew St. St. Petersburg/Gibbs Campus, 6605
Fifth Ave .24. Tarpon Springs Campus, 600 Klosterman
Road.More information is available at (727) 712-5240.

be

able

to

help

you

to

obtain

The camp is by

South:

sand

volunteers and charitable donations. Daystar does not

A continental breakfast, lunch and door prizes will be

Gainesville, GA, Champaign, IL, North Manchester,

Oaks, CA, Sterling, CO, , Bridgeport,

charge for its services. For more information call 823-

provided for those in attendance.

IN, Towson, MD, Ypsilanti,

5993 or 825-0442

For more information call (727) 898-3310

enectady, NY, Hickory, NC, Lebanon, TN, Commerce,

Ml,

CT,

Glassboro, NJ, Sch

TX, Blacksburg, VA, Lyndonville, VT, and Beloit, WI.
For a free brochure, call (704) 373-0873 ANYTIME.

“OCEANOGRAPHY CAMP FOR GIRLS”

WORK NET PINELLAS

ST. PETERSBURG BUSINESS ASSISTANCE CENTER

TOASTMASTERS CLUB 2284

TRAINING SCHEDULE

EVERY TUESDAY AT 6 PM

OUTDOOR JOB FAIR

Wednesday April 12 from 11 am - 1 pm at 2465 Drew

The program runs June 26 - July 14,2006 from 8 a.m.

The St. Petersbuig Business Assistance Center (BAC) offers

Public Speaking Club meets every Tuesday at 6 pm in St.

Street there will be an outdoor job fair on the Clearwa

« 4 p.m. daily. There is no cost; students just have to'

free business training and counseling sessions to assist emerg

Petersburg at Piccadilly Cafeteria on 34th St & 22nd Ave,

ter campus (in front of the LA Building). For more

provide their own transportation to USF St. Petersburg

ing and existing small businesses with business development.

N.At Toastmasters Club 2284, you will overcome fear of

information concerning this event contact: Janelle

at 140 7th Avenue South. All Pinellas County girls who
are completing the 8th grade are eligible. The deadline

We are located at 33 Sixth St. Si Suite 301 (on the comer of 6th

Strange Work net Pinellas Clearwater Center (727)

speaking, develop self esteem, improve leadership skills

791-5820,j strange @ worknetpinellas .org.

to apply is Friday, March 31. Applications are available

Street & lst Av. S.) http://www.stpete.oig/bac.

and have fim! Call 320-0107 for more information.

online at wWw.marine.usf.edu/girlscamp.

THE PINELLAS COUNTY URBAN LEAGUE, INC., AND

(RSVP) RECOGNITION PROGRAM

RETIRED & SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM VOLUN

THE SENIOR VOICE OF FLORIDA PRODUCES THE

TEER OPPORTUNITIES

SENIOR FREE! FEST

We need - volunteers to help us in our recruitment

8th Annual Senior FREE! Fest returns to the Historic Coli

ST. PETERSBURG POLICE DEPARTMENT

The Retired and Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP of
Pinellas Opportunity Council, Inc.) will hold its 29th
Annual Recognition Ceremony at The Coliseum, 535
Fourth Avenue North, St. Petersburg, on Thursday,
April 4, 2006 at 10:00 a.m. The 2006 Recognition
Theme: “RSVP Academy Awards” is fitting to recog
nize nearly a thousand volunteers who will be honored.
The public is invited to join the celebration. Reserva
tions are required. Cost for non- members is $20.00.
Call 327-8690 ext 22 for more information.

Present a crime prevention family fun day cel
ebration "Winning back our communities from
Crime" Saturday, April 8, 2006 10:00
a.m.-l:00 p.m. at Childs Park Community
Center located at 4301 13th Ave. South. Come
join us for a day Of Music, free food, games,
crime prevention displays & information. For
more information call (727) 327-2081 ext. 225.

efforts. For information on these and other positions,

seum in downtown St. Petersburg at 535 4th Ave. No,

please call the RSVP office at 327-8690 ext. 22. St.

Thursday, March 30,2006 from 9am to 2pm. The day is

Petersburg Museum of History, Boh Secours Maria

designed to give Senior Voice of Florida readers an entire

Manor, Ronald McDonald, Daystar, St. Petersburg

day of food, drink, live entertainment, and lots of activity

Pregnancy & Family Resource Center.

at absolutely no charge to them. Parking is free, admission
is free, health screenings and samples, are free. For addi
tional information call (727) 217-0727,

GIBBS CLASS REUNION ANNOUNCEMENT

Break Through The Age Barrier
With A Healthy Lifestyle

GIBBS HIGH CLASS OF 1966 will have the annual
Christmas Reunion meeting, Sunday, April 2, at 6 p.m.
For more information call Lolita at (727), 327-1520.

PLACE YOUR NEXT EVENT IN THE

Profile of A Community Builder

ary
Documented film by Peter Gallagher
Photo by Chris Davis

Dr. John Knight
By: Joyce Nanette Johnson
Challenger Correspondent

Hosted by Petei Gallagher atthe St. Petersburg
Museum of History on Thursday, May 4*\ as a
part of the “Wine & Cheese Lecture” featuring
Blues artist, Blind Willie James 7pm-10pm
Peter (Pete) Gallagher, host of the WMNF Florida Folk Show, is one of
Hopda's best-known journalist and historians. He also was the Road
Manager for entertainer ‘Diamond Teeth Mary" for many years. Pete
will share his film on the life of Mary. Reservations suggested, please
call Rinita Anderson, Marketing and Development
C oordinator 894-1052 Ext. 205. •
■. Youth docents will be available to provide information regarding the
'Florida’s Got the Blues’ exhibit.
St Petersburg*

_

Museum of History
Sponsored in part by the Friends of Historic Properties and Museums

John Knight’s business card
says he is a licensed state con
tractor and a builder of designer
homes, but he is more. He is the
husband of Dara Knight, father
to their eight children and
grandfather to 30 grandchil
dren. But he is more still.
Knight has been the rebuilder of
lives in the capacity of pastor at
Williams Memorial Church of
the Living GOD.
He was
ordained by the late Bishop
Sherman Williams in 1988.
Knight credits his father
with introducing him to the
craft of building. His father

helped supervise construction
of the nuclear plant in Crystal
River.
Knight first worked as a
helper for a pastor who did
masonry work, but got his real
break with the passing of the
Emergency Employee Act in
the early 1970’s under the
Nixon administration, , which
facilitated his training as a
building inspector. Since then
Knight has held several posi
tions in the city.
“I was a superintendent of
the Housing Economic and
Development Program for * 3
years. This is a federal grant
block program for the alteration
and remodeling repairs of the

community.” He was also the
manager for construction ser
vices and permitting within the
city. “I oversaw all permits in
the city and made sure they met
code compliance, and structural
integrity. I also issued certifi
cate of occupancy for new con. struction,” said Knight.
He left the city after 25
years of service in 1995 when
he decided to go into business
for himself. According to
Knight a motivating experience
for him was acting as project
manger over the construction of
baseball player Gary Sheffield’s^,
house on Pinellas Point. It was
such a big project that he decid
ed to put all his business exper
tise into his own business full
time, even though he had done
small renovation and repair pro
jects for people within the com
munity for years.
“I had the certifications in
plumbing, electrical, building,
and mechanical inspections for
one and two family homes. I
had all the knowledge so I start
ed consulting and drawing
plans and doing home inspec
tions
What he likes most about
being in business is not only not
having to answer to someone
but also the joy of completing a
job and seeing the excellent
results.
' “When you walk away from
a project and look back and see

how GOD has blessed you with
the wisdom and knowledge, and
understanding on how to put a
project together and make sure
it’s safe and sound for someone
to live in and that they’re happy
with it you feel joy too.” ,
Elder Dr. Knight believes
education is a direct path to suc
cess. He is also certified' in
housing inspection and plan
review. Elder Knight has taken
■ courses at PTech, St. Petersburg
Junior College as well as many
sponsored cityieours^in archi
tecture and blue print design
“My advice to any young
Black man or woman going into
the same business is to stay in
school and be persistent. Stay
off the streets and stay away
from drugs. I teach all my kids
to get their education and follow
their heart’s desire. Put GOD
first and strive at any vocation,
and they will be successful.
Without a Christian foundation
you have nothing to stand on.
Dr. John Knight was recent
ly honored, with a doctorate of
Divinity, by the Interdenomina
tional Ministerial Alliance. He
and others were presented with
their degrees by Dr. Dwight
Martin, president of Florida
Beacon College & Seminary
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STATE NEWS
Mourning Thankful That Injury
Wasn't Worse

Mourning Out 2-4 Weeks With Calf Injury
By TIM REYNOLDS
AP Sports Writer

MIAMI (AP “ Alonzo
Mourning first thought
he'd suffered a cramp. His
team's
medical
staff
feared it was a ruptured
Achilles' tendon. The
Miami Heat center was
relieved to learn he had a
tom right calf, an injury
somewhere in the middle.
"It is discouraging,"
Mourning said Friday.
"But at the time same, I
know it could have been
worse."
He injured his leg

Wednesday night in the
Heat's loss to the Detroit
Pistons. He began rehabil
itation on Saturday, and
estimates he'll be side
lined three to four weeks.
But he hasn't ruled out the
idea of returning 'before
Miami's regular season
ends in Boston on April
19.
"I'm going to make
sure that I'm healthy
before I come back,"
Mourning said. "It's
important for me to be
right beforeT step back on
the court, especially going
into the postseason. I

don't want to risk coming
back too early and injur
ing it again. It wouldn't be
worth it."
Mourning was having
a fine season for the Heat;
who were touting him as a
defensive player of the
year candidate. His 2.66
blocks per game rank
fourth in the NBA, and
that stat gets even more
impressive considering he
only averaged about 20
minutes of play. His con
tribution, though, wasn't
only on the defensive end.
He averaged 11.5
points, 8.5 rebounds and
3.8 blocks in 20 games as
Miami's starting center
this season, filling iri
when Shaquille O'Neal
was injured. And since
Jan. 1, Mourning has
made 68.8 percent of his
shots from the floor.
"If it's two to four
weeks, then I'll be happy,"
Heat coach Pat Riley said.
"He'll work very diligent
ly to get it healthy. He'll
stay in condition. Just as
long as he's ready to play
when it counts the most."
. In
Mourning's
absence, Michael Doleac
I-who had a tom calf
muscle at the start of the
season _ will fill his role.
Doleac had a season-high

14 points in Friday's 11493 win over Charlotte.
"Michael is not only
deserving, but he's highly
capable," Riley said.
"He's as ready as any
body. He really gives us
another dimension, a real
dimension, at (center) that
I think a lot of us forget.
He's a great, great screener. He really gets people
open and when he flares,
he's got as quick a release
as any big man."
Doleac rehabbed his
injury for three weeks,
then reinjured it while
running and wound up
missing
three
more
weeks. Mourning cannot
afford to be out that long,
not with the playoffs set
to begin in four weeks.
"Soft tissue injuries
are tough," Doleac said.
"You never know. It's just
a tough injury to treat and
deal with."
Mourning sees a bit of
a silver lining _ he's get
ting some time to rest his
body before the playoffs
begin.
"It's an unfortunate
circumstance," Mourning
said. "But if I had to pick
a time to get injured, I'd
have picked this time,
before we go into the
postseason."

The Sistah’s Put On “Crowns”
In The Park

Hurricane Victims Must Start Paying
Rent For FEMA Trailers May I
rent because federal law
allows the agency to pro
vide free trailers for up to
18 months after a disaster,
spokesman Jim Homstad
said. The terms of the
agreement with residents
requires them to look for
other housing, he said.
FEMA
also
said
Thursday that the agency
may use the same tai
lored-rent
system in
Louisiana and Mississip
pi. The federal govern
ment is offering free
housing to Hurricane Kat
Evacuees walking among temporary housing rina victims until Febru
trailers set up by FEMA.
ary- 2007; Rita victims
have
until March 2007.
trailers and mobile homes monthly income is a $210
There
also are more
throughout
Charlotte disability check, said any
amount of rent is too than 1,700 families in
County.
trailers because of last
' Some Charlotte hurri much.
"We're right here in year's Hurricane Wilma.
cane victims said they,
won't be able to afford the the United States of Those families won't have
rent and fear that they will America," said Riggs, 57. to pay rent for another
be forced into homeless "Let's do what's right. year.
ness. Carl Riggs, a resi Let's take care of, our citi
dent of the Punta Gorda zens first."
FEMA is, charging
FEMA
park
whose

PUNTA
GORDA,
(AP) - Victims of the
2004 hurricanes still liv
ing in temporary trailers
will have to start paying
rent May 1 and find
somewhere else to live by
late September, the Feder
al Emergency Manage
ment Agency said.
The announcement
Thursday affects more
than 4,000 Florida fami
lies left homeless by Hur
ricanes Charley, Frances,
Ivan and Jeanne. Rent
will be based on location,
resident's income and
other factors.
In
Punta
Gorda,
where 260 families still
live in a vast FEMA park
next to the Charlotte
County jail, the maximum
rate for a two-bedroom
trailer is $668 per month.
More than 500 families
left homeless by Charley
in August 2004 still reside
in FEMA-issued travel

Palm Beach County To Require
Construction of Affordable Housing
WEST PALM BEACH
(AP) _ Developers in
unincorporated
Palm
Beach County will be
forced to build affordable
homes in all new develop
ments under new rules
that require up to about 20
percent be reserved for
lower-income buyers.
After months of nego
tiations with developers
failed to produce an
agreement, county com
missioners voted Tuesday
to force builders to reduce
costs.
Under the news rules,
developers must provide
some homes in the range
of about $164,000 to
$304,000. To cover the
lost profits, commission
ers gave developers per
mission to build about 30
percent more homes than
was previously allowed.
The county plans to
require developers to
build 11 percent to nearly
20 percent of new homes
in the affordable housing
price range. Developers
could dpt out by provid
ing the county with other
land to build affordable
homes, by purchasing
existing homes for the
county or by paying about
$100,000 to the county

West Palm Beach Home
for each affordable hous
ing unit they don't build.
"The builders are
going to hate it. The real
tors are going to hate it.
Too bad," Commissioner
Warren Newell said. "We
have to do what's right for
the community."
"This is too big a bur
den for the building,
development industry to
carry," said Skeet Jemigan, president of the
Community and Econom
ic Envelopment Council,
which represents South

Florida developers.
The Gold Coast Builders
Association has no plans
to challenge the new
guidelines in court, but
builders could sue indi
vidually, Vice President
Scott Worley said. Com
missioners had been con
sidering a moratorium on
all large residential con
struction projects in unin
corporated areas until
new guidelines could be
drafted to allow for the
creation of more afford
able housing.

Palm Beach County's
median home price was
more than $400,000 last
year. A study set for com
pletion later this year is
expected to show the
county needs , to create
nearly 100,000 homes for
lower income workers,
county officials said.
"That is what people
are leaving Palm Beach
County for," Commission
Chairman Tony Masilotti
said. "The small back
yard.' The American
dream."

China Bound Adventure
BY: ANN L. REED
Special to the Challenger

■ Cast of Crowns
ST. PETERSBURG American Stage, Tampa
Bay’s premiere profes
sional
theatre,
has
changed one of the areas
longest running theatrical
traditions forever as Todd
Olson recently announced
that American Stage in
the Park will locally debut
CROWNS, Regina Tay
lor’s soul-stirring, hipswaying musical, running
April 5 thru May 7. Wed
nesday performances are

Pay-What-You-Can
nights. Kids 12 and under,
are free on the lawn.
Theater in the park is
nothing new. Many cities
offer theater in the park to
take advantage of great
weather and to add a dif
ferent ambience to a per
formance.
American
Stage has experienced
success with other pro
ductions performed in the
park.
Food and drinks can

be purchased. Non-alco
holic and alcoholic bever
ages are available. Enjoy
a hot cup of coffee and a
piece of sweet potato pie
or cobbler while enjoying
the performance. Patrons
are encouraged to bring
picnic baskets. Ticket
holders can park at the
Progress Energy Field lot
(all parking is free in the
lot). The lot is around the
corner from Demens
Landing.

day program for High School
and Junior High/Middle School
Delegations. His adventure will

Enjoy an evening
•under the stars with fami
ly and friends. All perfor
mances are at 8 p.m.
Tickets prices are $25
for reserved chair seating
and $20 for premium
blanket seating. General
admission lawn seats are
$10 for Thursday and
Sunday performances and
$13 for Friday and Satur
day performances.

St. Petersburg- Cortez Jamal

take him to Beijing, Xian and

DiModica, proud son of Latasha
Pryor and big brother to four, sis

the Shanghai area, the villages

ters, has been selected to be the
American Ambassador to China

Kong.

from an estimated 40,000 stu

part by Jamaa Fine Catering,

dents in the Tampa Bay area.

owner-Florence Westley (proud

near Kowloon Hills and Hong
Cortez's trip is sponsored in

Cortez, 16, is a 10th grade

auntie) and family. The family

African American student at
Boca Ciega High School, who

feels truly blessed and is so very
proud of Cortez and his many

was chosen because of his aca

achievements.

demic and sports achievements.
"Gateways to China" is a 17-

Cortez will begin his journey
June, 2006.

Cortez Jamal DiModica
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NATIONAL NEWS
Federal Judge To Take Up Legality Of New Orleans Election
By CAIN BURDEAU
Associated Press Writer

NEW ORLEANS (AP) - With less than a month
before New Orleans’ first elections since Hurricane
Katrina, the vote’s plan, and even the date, are still in
dispute. Civil rights groups were expected to return to
federal court to try to block the April 22 mayoral elec
tion, arguing that too many black residents scattered by
Katrina will be unable to take part.
U .S. District Judge Ivan Lemelle, who earlier turned
aside pleas for a postponement, has agreed to hold a
hearing to reconsider the dismissal. The election has turned
into a test of the city’s, and the nation’s, ability to hold
an election in the midst of rebuilding a major city with
more than half of the population displaced. The vote
also could help determine the city’s rebuilding plan.
Mayor Ray Nagin, who has been criticized in some
quarters for his response to the hurricane, is running for
re-election in New Orleans, which was a mostly black
city of nearly half a million people'before Katrina
reduced it to well under 200,000 inhabitants.
The 49-yeaf-old mayor is up for re-election and
faces nearly two dozen candidates, including Louisiana
Lt. Gov. Mitch Landrieu and Audubon Institute chief
executive Ron Forman.
The state is implementing an emergency election
plan that includes polling stations set up in 10
Louisiana cities; a national advertising campaign to
inform displaced voters, and an easing of voting rules
to allow displaced residents to cast ballots.
But civil rights groups have come out harshly against
the plan, alleging that it does not do enough to reach out
to displaced black voters, and prominent leaders like the

Rev. Jesse Jackson have seized on the issue.
The plan itself was crafted in part by Lemelle, who
forced Secretary of State Al Ater to produce a viable
election roadmap after suits charged voting rights were
trashed by Katrina.
Election procedures in Louisiana and many other
Southern states are subject to Justice Department
approval because of their history of racial discrimination.
The mayoral election, and balloting for offices like
tax assessor and city council, was slated for Feb. 4.
That deadline was postponed because of obvious
problems caused by Katrina, and the April 22 date was
set during legal wrangling.
The latest hearing was called after the NAACP and
other civil rights groups stated that hidden in the
election plan was the equivalent of a poll tax, a voting
fee that was banned after it was abused in the South to
disenfranchise blacks. They say that many first-time
voters are likely displaced and would have to pay for
transportation to vote in New Orleans. The travel
expenses, their pleading reads, are the “modem equivalent
of a poll tax and would result in outright vote denial.”
Other complaints include inadequate voting
options for thousands of displaced New Orleans
residents, cumbersome absentee ballot procedures,
frequent movement of precinct locations and a refusal
to share information about how candidates can reach
the displaced voters.
Several black leaders argued Friday for satellite
voting locations outside Louisiana. “We are seeing
people from Iraq being treated better than people from
New Orleans,” the Rev. Al Sharpton said.
“This is a Florida in the making,” said Urban
League President Marc Morial, a former New Orleans

Leadership Summit On
Health Disparities

mayor, referring to Florida’s extensive voting problems
in the 2000 elections. “If you see an election train
wreck coming, why not do something to prevent it
before the wreck occurs?”
A spokeswoman for Ater, the. state’s top election
official, said out-of state voting operations are not legal
under Louisiana law. Less than 10,000 registered voters
haye requested absentee ballots, said Dale Atkins, who

is campaigning for re-election as civil district court
clerk in New Orleans. About 43,000 registered voters
have told Louisiana officials they are living out of state.
The groups upset about the election are calling for
an April 1 march in New Orleans to protest elections
they Claim could sharply erode one of the most
important federal civil rights laws.

(AP Photo/Haraz N. Ghanbari)

Former New Orleans Mayor Marc Morial, center, flanked by Rev. Jesse Jackson, left, and
Rev. Al Sharpton gestures during a news conference at the National Press Club in Washington.

Willie E. Gary Lends Aircraft to Shaw
University Girls Basketball Team

April Is Minority Health Month!
Washington, DC (BlackNews.com) — The
National Minority Health Month Foundation and the
American Medical Association today announced the
Third Annual Leadership Summit on Health Dispar
ities and Awards Dinner, themed “Bridging the
Quality Gap,” will be held on April 11-12, 2006 at
the Fairmont Hotel in Washington, DC. Among the cadre of 2006 awardees are Mark B.
McClellan, MD, PhD, Administrator, Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services, U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services; U. S. Representative
Elijah E. Cummings; Former Virginia Governor
Mark R. Warner; and eminent scientist Robert C.
Gallo, MD, co-discoverer of the HIV virus.
“Dr. McLellan, Congressman Cummings and
former Governor Mark Warner have made a real
commitment lo improving the health status of all

Americans and I am thrilled to honor them at this
year’s leadership summit to eliminate health
disparities,” said Gary A. Puckrein, PhD, executive
director of the National Minority Health Month
Foundation. “The summit has become an important
platform for government, industry and community
to interface and collaborate.”
Legendary football greats Calvin Hill, Brian
Mitchell, and Roy Jefferson, the First Ladies
Summit, the National Coalition of Pastors’ Spouses,
the American Heart Association, the American
Hospital Association, the Alliance of Minority
Medical Associations, the Congressional Leadership
Alliance, the Center for Health Transformation,
industry leaders, physicians and community
advocates are among the participants.

Some Facts About Social Security
■■
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About Social Security an(^ Medicare...
Social Security pays retirement, disability, family and
survivors benefits. Medicare, a separate program run by the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, helps pay for
inpatient hospital care, nursing care, doctors' fees and other
medical services and supplies topeople age 65 and older, or
to people who have been receiving Social Security disability
benefits for two years or more. Your Social Security
covered earnings qualify you for both programs. For more
information about Medicare, visit jCTCTP.medfcare.fftw or
call 1-800-633-4227 (TTY1-877-486-2048 if you are
deaf or hard of hearing).
Here are some facts about Social Securttu benefits:
Hgtireeueat—If you were bom before 1938, your
full retirement age is 65. Because of a 1983 change
in the law, the foil retirement age will increase
gradually to 67 for people bom in 1960 or later.
Some people retire before their full retirement age.
You can retire as early as age 62 and take your
benefits at a reduced rate. If you continue working
after your foil retirement age, you can receive higher
benefits because of additional earnings and special
credits for delayed retirement.
—If you become disabled before full
retirement age, you can receive disability benefits
after six months if you have:
— enough credits from earnings (depending on your
age, you must have earned six to 20 of your credits
in the three to 10 years before you became
disabled); and
__a physical or mental impairment that s expected
to prevent you from doing “substantial" work
for a year or more or result in death.
p.mgy—If you’re eligible for disability or
retirement benefits, your current or divorced
spouse, minor children or adult children disabled
before age 22 also may receive benefits. Each may
qualify for up to about 50 percent of your benefit
amount. The total amount depends on how many
family members qualify.
Sorrivon — When you (tie, certain members of
your family may be eligible for benefits.
—your spouse age 60 or older (50 or older if
disabled, or any age if caring for your children
younger than age 16); and
«
_ your children tf unmarried and younger than age
18, still in school and younger than 19 years old,
or adult children disabled before age 22.
Ifyou are divorced, your ex-spouse could be eligible
for a widow’s or widower’s benefit on your record
when you die.

'V

Receive benefits and still work...
You can continue to work and still get retirement or
survivors benefits. If you’re younger than your foil
retirement age, there are limits on how much you can
earn without affecting your benefit amount. The
limits change each year. When you appfy for benefits,
we’ll tell you what the limits are at that time and whether
work would affect your monthly benefits. When you reach
foil retirement age, the earnings limits no longer appfy.
Before you decide to retire...
Think about your benefits for the long term. Everyone’s
situation is different For example, be sure to consider
the advantages and disadvantages of early retirement If
you choose to receive benefits before you reach full ,
retirement age, your benefits will be permanently
reduced. However, you’ll receive benefits for a longer
period of time.
To help you decide when is the best time for you to
retire, we offer a free booklet, Social Security—
Retirement Benefits (Publication No. 05-10035), that
provides specific information about retirement. You
can calculate future retirement benefits on our website
at www.sociatsecuritg.goti by using the Social Security
Benefit Calculators. There are other free publications that
you may find helpful, including:
Understanding The Benefits (No. 05-10024) — a
general explanation of all Social Security benefits;
Your Retirement Benefit: How It Is Figured
(No. 05-10070) — an explanation of how you can
calculate your benefit;
Windfall Blimmation Provision (No. 05-10045) —
how it affects your retirement or disabilify benefits;
Government Pension Offset (No. 05-10007)
'
an explanation of a law that affects spouse’s or
widow(er)’s benefits; and
Identity Theft And Your Social Security Number
(No. 05-10064) —what to do ifyou’re.a victim of
identify theft.
We also have other leaflets and feet sheets with
information about specific topics such as military service,
self-employment or foreign employment. You can request
Social Security publications at wwwjsocialsecurity.goo
or by calling us at 1-800-772-1213.

source: Social Security Administration

Willie E. Gary, Attorney and Chairman of the Black Family Channel,
with the Shaw University girls basketball team on board his private 737 aircraft
prior to flying to Hot Springs, Arkansas for the NCAA championship game.
Stuart, FL Willie E. Gary, prominent attorney
and chairman of the Black Family Channel, recently
loaned his custom designed 737 aircraft, appropriately
named the “Wings of Justice,” to the Shaw University
girls basketball team to transport them to the NCAA
National Championship game in Hot Springs,
Arkansas. This is the second time Gary has loaned
his private jet to the Shaw Bears, four-time CIAA
champions.
■
Gary welcomed the Shaw University girl’s basketball
team and coaching staff aboard the Wings of Justice
in Raleigh, North Carolina, with open arms. As they
entered the aircraft, the faces of Gary’s special guests
lit up with excitement. Most could only imagine what
it would be like to travel in style on board a luxurious
private jet. Gary believed the special treatment
would inspire these young girls to “dream big
dreams.” This was the first of two flights the Wings
of Justice made to transport the Shaw University
girls basketball team, coaching staff, cheerleaders
and band to Hot Springs, Arkansas, for the NCAA
Division II Elite Eight, competition.

“Inspiring young people has always been important
to me. I want these girls to dream big and realize
they can do anything,” said Gary. “Welcoming them
aboard the Wings of Justice is my way of showing
the team that I believe in them, their classmates
believe in them, and the Shaw University family
believes in them,” continued Gary.
Gary, who is best known in legal circles as
“The Giant. Killer,” is noted for taking on some of
America’s most powerful companies - winning
billions of dollars in verdicts and settlements on
behalf of his clients. Gary is also the Chairman of the
Black Family Channel, America’s only minority
owned and operated, 24-hour cable network. Known
for his philanthropic endeavors, he and his wife, Dr.
Gloria Gary, founded The Gary Foundation, which
provides college scholarships to at-risk students \yho
wish to attend college. The Gary’s have donated
millions of dollars to help Historically Black Colleges
and Universities - including $10 million to his alma
mater Shaw University in Raleigh, North Carolina.
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OBITUARIES
FINAL RITES

Reverend Found Stabbed
To Death In East Harlem
Apartment

KENDRICK LEE
DEMPSEY

SHARON
DIGGS

ROOSEVELT
JACKSON

Bom on August 16,
1986, in St. Petersburg,
FloridatoJimmy Lee Dempsey
and Kimberly Ann Smalls.
Kendrick Lee Dempsey
departed this life- on
March 18,2006.
He leaves to cherish
his memories his mother,
Kimberly Ann Smalls of
Clearwater, FL; his father
and Stepmother, Jimmy
Lee and Carol Dempsey
of St. Petersburg, FL; two
brothers, Taj Dempsey
and Javier Barton, both
of St. Petersburg, FL; five
sisters, Monique Randall,
Jasmine Williams, Nikibi
Dempsey, Amber Curtis
and Carmen Gonzalez,
all of St. Petersburg, FL;
grandmother, Bertha Smalls
of St. Petersburg, FL;
grandparents, Jimmy, Sr. and
Gloria Dempsey of St.
Petersburg, FL; great
grandmother, Hattie Thomas
of St. Petersburg, FL; and
a host of uncles, aunts,
cousins, other relatives
and loving friends.

Bom on July 4, 1960
in the Bronx, New York.
Sharon Diggs passed
away on March 15,2006.
Her life will be
cherished by one son,
Thomas Lavar Diggs;
one daughter, • Shanika
Linda Diggs, both of St.
Petersburg, FL; one brother,
Randy Chilson & wife
Vonzella of Baltimore,
MD;.ten sisters, Darlene
Brown of Maitland, FL;
Catherine Hunt of Orlando,
FL; Stephanie Bryant,
Christine Fletcher & hus
band DeVal; Cheryl Diggs
of St. Petersburg, FL;
Benita Hicks & husband
Vincent of Tampa, FL;
Leatriee Diggs of Ft.
Washington, MD; Karen
Dixon of NY, NY, Lorna
Ritchie of Bronx, NY,
LaVonne Gray & husband,
Frederick, MD; seven
grandchildren and a host
of nieces, nephews, cousins,
and friends.

Born on April 5,
1938 in Byromville,
Georgia to the late
Tommie and Mary
Jackson- Roosevelt
Jackson passed away on
Sunday, March 19,
2006.
Those left to cherish
his memories include a
brother, Melvin Jackson
(Mary) of St. Petersburg,
FL; a sister: Eula Smith
(Willie) of St. Peters
burg, FL; and a host of
nieces and nephews and
other loving relatives
and friends.

■

JERRY LEE
THOMAS
MAXWELL

MRS. LULA

EDNA JONES
Bom on March 4,
1907, in Wayne Corinty,
Gardi, Georgia to the
late Edmond and
Katherine Russaw.
Sister Lula Edna Jones
passed away on
Monday, March 20,
2006.
She leaves to
celebrate her life a
daughter, Eula Jones of
Clearwater, FL; a sister,
Essie Anderson of
New York, New York;
several nieces and
nephews from Florida,
California and Georgia.
She is preceded in death
by her husband Deacon
Gentle Jones.

Bom on December 29,
1931,- in Tampa, Florida to
the late Lessie Stewart
Thomas. Jerry Lee Thomas
Maxwell departed this
life March 19,2006.
Those left to cherish
her memories include one
son, Robert Maxwell, Jr.
of Lake City, FL; one
stepdaughter, Norma Jean
Gordon of St. Petersburg,
FL; one grandchild, Wesley
Maxwell of Lake City,FL;
a brother-in-law, Nathaniel
Maxwell of St. Petersburg,
FL; five sisters-in-law,
Helen Auston of Lake City,
FL, Dorothy Williams,
Mary Washington, Treasea
Maxwell, all of Lake City,
FL and Gertrude Maxwell
of St. Petersbuig, FL; two
nieces: Felica Itewis and
Cathy Bryant, both of Ocala,
FL; and a host of nieces,
nephews, other relatives and
loving friends.

NEW YORK (AP) - A reverend
and civil rights activist was found
stabbed to death in his apartment on
Monday, authorities said.
The death of the Rev. Philip M.
Mann, of Harlem’s Blessed Trinity
Baptist Church, was “very shocking,”
said Bill Perkins, a former City Council
member who lives in the same Fifth
Avenue apartment complex. •
Mann was “a wonderful person, a
wonderful neighbor,” said Perkins,
who recalled seeing him often
exercising in Central Park,
Ttie 68-year-old victim was found
lying on the floor with a stab wound to
the chest around 5 p.m., police said.
No weapon was recovered, and no

arrests had been made. Perkins said
M^nn had been honored recently at
the Schomburg Center for Research in
Black Culture for service to the
community.
Mann was one of the original ten
ants at Schomburg Plaza, Perkins said.
He moved into the East Harlem neigh
borhood when it was drug infested and
helped to “make sure a better day
came” by fighting drug trafficking
and directing addicts to treatment
facilities, Perkins said. A woman who
answered the phone at the Blessed
Trinity Baptist Church, which provides
social services programs, declined to
comment on Monday night.
,

The Hospice of the Florida Suncoast
Offers Workshop for Caregivers

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY

Clearwater
The
Hospice of the Florida Sun
coast will offer a threeweek workshop at the Tar
pon Springs Community
Center, 400 South Walton
Ave, Tarpon Springs, on
three consecutive Tuesdays,
April 4, 11 and 18, 10:00

Burial Spaces

$890

Pre-need
Interest-free
financing
available

a.m. to 11:30 a.m. for those
who help provide care for a
family member or friend
with advanced illness or
chronic condition.
If you have questions
or would like to learn about
changes that may take place
in the last years of life, or

ways to make this time
special and comfortable;
this workshop is for you.
For more informatidn or
to register, please call the
Tarpon Springs Gommunity
Center at (727) 942-5628.

Caringfor the Family ofLife

11801 - U.S. 19 N.
Clearwater, FL

727-572-4355

“It’s all taken care of’
These were the words that
brought c.alm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of

The Weekly
Challenger
Obituary Section
Guidelines:

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987
Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation

mind.

World Wide Shipping

• Photos are printed in

Monuments for All Cemeteries

So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

black and white only

We arrange Military Honors and
ffl

Serve All National Cemeteries
: /
for Veterans
, g-f

/ w

McRae Funeral Home

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South

Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727)

895-6005

727-894-22661 FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

• Deadline for submission
is 4 p.m. Monday
Obituaries can be delivered
or e-mailed to:
weed ito r@tam pabay. rr.com
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
CHURCH EVENTS LISTING
FRIENDSHIP
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

“Whenever I have to make a decision, it’s wonderful
to know when I askfor wisdom, God will give it
liberally—if only 1 have faith to accept it.”
So you have doubts that worry you? Do you some
times doubt God? From time to time do you wonder if God
is in control of this world, when you look around and see all
of the destruction taking place? Do you ever question
whether or not he is involved in your life? Can God change
circumstances? Will he? Do you ever ask these questions?’
Even Christians struggle with doubt which grows out
of a distorted picture of God. God can and does intervene
in our daily lives, but his purposes for us are much more
than we know or can imagine. When doubt sneaks up on
you, remember that faith can sap energy from doubt just as
doubt can sap energy from faith. If you really take time to
think about the many ways God has loved us and blessed
us over our lifetime, our frail faith should be encouraged,
thereby removing that “cloud of doubt”.
But when he asks, he must believe and not doubt, because
a doubtful mind is as unsettled as a wave of the sea that is
driven and tossed by the wind. That man*should not think
he will receive anything from the Lord
.................. ............James 1:6-7
Pray and ask God to help you believe he’s in control of
the present and future, even when you doubt him. Remember
your faith need only be the size of a mustard seed.
Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., God’s appointed and anointed
leader of Friendship Missionaiy Baptist Church and the
official staff welcome you to worship with us at the “Ship”
this coining Sunday. God’s Word will be imparted to His
people by Pastor Evans. The “Voices of Friendship” Choir,
under the direction of Bro. John Frazier, minister of music
. and his team of musicians will minister to us in songs. The
doorkeepers for this first Sunday will be the first Sunday
ushers.
Each of you is cordially invited to join us in a unique
worship experience at Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church, 3300 31st Street South. Please join us this Sunday
at 7:45 a.m. for our early morning worship, at 9:30 a.m. for
Church School and at 10:45 a.m. for mid-morning worship.
Prepare your hearts and minds for a powerful message by
Pastor Evans..................... .................. We look forward to
your presence.
THIS WEEK AT THE ‘SHIP’
Wed. Mar 29

6:00 a.m
12:00 p.m
7:00 p.m.

Thurs. Mar 30

Fri. Mar 31
Sat Apr. 1

6:30 p.m
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m
7:15 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

Mon. Apr. 3

Sun. Apr. 16

6:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

Mon. Apr. 24

7:00 p.m.

Brother - Brother Prayer
Ministry
Noon day bible Study
Bread of Life
Mid-week Prayer, Praise
& Bible Study
5th Sunday Usher Ministry
All Choirs Rehearsal
Youth Enrichment
#1 Usher Ministry
Church Conference
Deacons & Deaconess
Communion
131st Annual Session of
Florida Gen. Baptist
convention Daytona Beach,
Florida
Easter sunrise Services
Annual Easter Drama
Presentation
Crown Financial Ministries

The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church, under
the leadership of its dynamic, spirited, man of God, the
Reverend Brian Kenneth Brown, its official staff of
Deacons and Trustees, and the entire congregation of
St. Mark, extends to the community at large, its wish
es that there would be an overflowing of God’s bless
ings upon their lives in the New Year. St. Mark is
grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine that has as its
central theme, a belief that we are a haven of hope,
help, and healing for a world hungering for and thirst
ing after the enlightened word Of God. At St. Mark,
we are Christians willing to work and partner in unity,
praising God for His awesome gift, His son Jesus
Christ. -Our prayer for our community is that you
would join us in fellowship as we worship and praise
the true and the living God.

•

April 8
April 16
April 22

April 23
April 24
April 26-29

Women’s Bible Study at 9:00 A.M.
Children and Youth Easter
Presentation at 4:00 P.M.
One day hip to Sawgrass Mills Outlet
Mall located at Sunrise, FL (near
Ft. Lauderdale). Going by chartered
bus (Trip Sold Out).
Mission red and white
PIZZA Ministry: It’s Time to
Evangelize
Congress No. 2-St. Mark M.B.C.
Hosting

St. Mark offers...
Sunday School is held for both children and adults of

all ages. Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at
9:30 a.m. All are invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m.
Members and the general public are invited to come
out and study the Bible with us and leam “What
Baptist Believe”.
St. Mark Tutoring Ministry: Free tutoring is available

for all school age children each Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday from 4:15 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. at St. Mark
under the direction of sis. Rhonda Jackson. Volunteers
are both needed and welcomed.
As part of our ongoing ministry, we invite the public to
join us in worship and fellowship during our weekly
worship services, which include:
Early morning worship (First Sunday Only)
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Baptist Training Union
(Each Sunday)

7:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

Other weekly services include Children and Youth
Ministry Meetings (Mondays at 6:00 p.m.); Sunday
School Teachers’ Meeting (Tuesdays at 7:00 p.m.);
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study (Thursdays at 9:30
a.m.) and Prayer Meeting and Bible Study (Thursdays
at 7:00 p.m.).

fjmnty to

together in Troyer

'B-reMta Jarrett

'jpUeUas

Church, ^St. Petersburg

Word o-f u ife FeLUwshtfs, '<st. Ptotburg
•

MrteMtez
Stwi&ca&t Church. Tantpa

• Leeta WdUaeus

New Mt.

NEW PHILADELPHIA
COMMUNITY CHURCH

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope’

Lent: Season of Sacrifice and Self-Examination

The New Hope Missionary Baptist Church invites
you to worship with us on Sunday morning. Our morning
begins at 7:45 with Early Morning Service. Sunday
School begins at 9:00. There are classes available for
all ages. Bring the entire family to leam more about
our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

The primary focus of worship for fifth Sunday
in Lenten season will be the Lord’s Supper: The
sacrificial and substitutionary death of Jesus who
became humanity’s sin offering will be solemnly
communed and commemorated. A believer’s
self-examination in light of this sacred season will
be stressed sermonically.
Proclamation emphasis will be a Christian’s
impunity from the penalty and power of sin to the
•righteousness of Jesus Christ. The Old and New
Testament view of righteousness will serve as
scripture background. The Hebraic contextual view
of “rags” will be viewed exegetically and expositionally. Members are urged to bring Bibles, and
be mindful of Daylight Savings Time commencing
on Sunday, April 1.
Church family extends Christian commendations
to Women’s Ministry for a spiritually successful
Women’s History month. Kim Price-Gaskin
concluded this annual observance by conveying to
congregation, importance of Christian’s commit
ment to the cause of Christ. Through use of visual
aids, she made it spiritually discernible what is
involved in living the victorious life in Christ.

Worship continues at 10:30 with the melodious
voices of the New Hope Mass Choir leading us in
praise. The Music team consists of Michael MeKenny,
Vernard MeKenny, Marcus Childs, and Corey Givens.
The Bread of Life will be served by our Esteemed
Pastor, Reverend Carlos L. Senior. We will be delighted
to have you worship with us. Won’t you join us?
WEEKLY EVENTS

Events for April, 2006

Visit our website at www.finbctheship.org
for other events and activities

“Rg fatessert bu PrflHgf WTOtS

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

MKC, TCteupft ,| ' , '

A ftaw Fellowship For Senior JlfK's

andWidows

Saturday, April 1,2^06,2:00 P.M.
The Historic Royal Theater, lO^Braet South, St. Petersburg, FL fl HH||
Please RSVP by cattiab
W3764

Alfrw ws the sm/Uege of pouring out our hearts to <qoot or. your behalf, as we ewoourage you to watte wv f-rts grace.! . ..'

MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.
(Prayer, Understanding and Spiritual Healing)

The Midweek PU.S.H. is held on Wednesdays at
7:00P.M. Please join us in praise and studying the
Word together. You will be grateful you took the
time to do so. We hope to see you there!
PRAYER BAND

Prayer Band is held each Thursday at 11:00A.M.
Join us as we pray for the church, community, and
the world.
REVIVAL! REVIVAL! REVIVAL!
Spring Revival will be held at the “HOPE” on

March 30 - 31, 2006. Dr. Claybon Lea, Jr., Pastor
of Mount Calvary Baptist Church in Fairfield,
California is the Guest Revivalist. Come and hear
this anointed man of God. The aim of the revival is
to encourage the saints in the discipline of prayer. A
Workshop will be held each evening. The Workshop
Instructors are Dr. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor of
First Baptist Institutional Church and Elder Ayakao
M. Watkins of Victory Christian Center.
COME ONE, COME ALL!
Workshop begins at 6:30P.M.
Revival begins at 7:30P.M.
“Our love for God is seen in our love for others.”

MT. ZION PROGRESSIVE
MISSIONARY BAPTIST
CHURCH
Easter Program - “He Got Up” a musical with
song, dance and mime. Join us on Sunday, April 15
at 4:00pm. Doors open at 3:00pm.
All those that joined Mt Zion from August, 2005
to April, 2006 are invited to our New Member’s
reception on Sunday, April 9th immediately
following the 10am service.
This year’s Church Picnic will be on Saturday,
April 29th at Campbell’s Park. Volunteers are
needed. Contact church office for more info.
C AJLE. (Choosing Addiction Recovery Efforts)
will meet every Tuesday at 7pm in the Youth House
located at 1022 20th Street So. If you or someone
you know has an addiction, please contact Minister
Keith Murphy at 321-3440.
MT. ZION CHILDREN’S CENTER is now
open for full daycare ages 3-5. Contact Patricia
Hannah at 894-4311 ext 402 for more information.
Where will your children be this summer? Mt Zion
Children’s Center is now accepting applications
for Summer Camp. Contact Kathie Johnson at
894-4311 ext 302 for more info.
GED Classes are held Monday f Thursday 9am
- 11am in the Genesis building. Transportation is
available. Contact Karen Marshall for more info at
894-4311.
Mt. Zion Human Services and the Youth
Opportunity Center provide after school training
& tutoring for youth ages 14-18. Assistance with
FCAT, ACT/SAT prep is available. Earn your GED
and an opportunity to win a free computer. There is
also Connection to Careers; Junior Achievement,
Job Shadowing, Workplace Internship and more for
youth ages 16-18. For more information please call
the Human Services office at 894-4311 ext 300.
All are welcome to join us each Sunday for
morning worship at 7:45am and 10:00am, Wednesday
night prayer begins at 7:00pm and Bible Study at
8:00pm.

Visit our web site at:, www.mzprogressive.org

Forget not the
Lord and His
many blessings!
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Virtual Preachers Popping Up
In Satellite Churches Nationwide

Happy 10 th Anniversary
(Bryant and Christina Brown Alexander

By KELLI KENNEDY
Associated Press Writer

A virtuous woman is a crown to her husband. Proverbs 12:4

We are honored to share the renewing of your vows, April 15,2006

Love, Four Cfiurcfi Family

Revival
March 30-31,2006
Workshops begin @ 6:30 p.m.
Guest facilitators:
Dr. Wayne G. Thompson
First Baptist Institutional Church
Eider Ayakao Watkins
Victory Christian Center
Worship Service begins @ 7:30 p.m.

New Hope MBC
212019th St. So.
St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Carlos L. Senior, Pastor
Guest Revivalist:
Dr. Claybon Lea, Jr.
Mount Calvary Baptist Church

Contact the church:
727-896-5228

Fairfield, CA

newhopembc@tampabay.rr.com

www.mountcalvarychurch.org

LONGWOOD, Fla. (AP) - It’s a less traditional
crowd that packs the pews of Northland
Community Church. They're happy to forgo
hymnals for lyrics projected onto big screens
TVs, eager to trade their Sunday best for jeans
and even amicable to substituting a live
sermon for one delivered by a virtual pastor.
On this particular Sunday morning, Pastor
Joel Hunter’s eyes well with tears as he recalls
a recent journey to a poor African village.
Several audience members also reach for the
tissue. Throughout the 25-minute message, the
congregation nods in agreement, many jot
down notes, all along, their eyes fixated on the
Jumbotron at the front of the sanctuary.
They hardly notice that Hunter is actually
a mile away, preaching the sermon live at the
main church on Dog Track Road.
With limited space, zoning battles and a
growing membership, Northland set up a
satellite television feed 27 miles away in rural
Mount Dora and four other sites followed. The
church has also held satellite services in Egypt,
Ukraine and Namibia.
The technologically infused culture has
given rise to the satellite church. Landmark is
one of roughly 1,000 U.S. churches broadcast
ing sermons live to another venue or dubbing
Saturday night sermon onto a DVD and hand
delivering it to another campus in time for
Sunday morning, according to the Leadership
Network, an organization that promotes church
growth.
Almost 30 percent of the 400 churches
surveyed last year by the Hartford Institute for
Religion Research said they’re also considering
satellite venues. With mammoth facilities that
sometimes rival indoor sports arenas,
megachurches are landlocked, busting at the
seams with few parcels of land large enough to
satisfy their need. Parking spaces are scarce,
childcare workers are overloaded and, frankly,
there’s no more room at the inn.
Church leaders said satellite sites are a
logical way for the church to expand in this
multimedia era. They provide an alternative to
new construction that millions of dollars

cheaper and offer a more intimate setting than
the sometimes intimidating megachurch expe
rience.
“When you try to get everybody at one
location, it’s just terribly expensive” said
Hunter, who was preaching seven services a
weekend to accommodate the growth. “Why
not develop the church congregations closer to
where the people are?”.
Experts credit the success of the satellite
church to the technology boom and the relative
ease with which the Internet surfing, I-Pod
touting generation has embraced the notion of
a virtual pastor. Most of the satellite churches
have live musicians and onsite pastors, who
deliver the announcements, shake hands with
congregants and perform baptisms and
weddings. Some have high-definition televi
sions. The concept allows. members to
access the resources of a megachurch, while
plugging into a smaller church in their own
backyard, church leaders said.
The mother of all megachurches, Willow
Creek located in the suburbs of Chicago, is
starting its fourth satellite location this year.
Seacoast Church in South Carolina boasts
7,000 members in nine different locations.
At Calvary Chapel Fort Lauderdale, where
roughly 19,000 churchgoers vie for a sanctuary
seat every weekend, Pastor Bob Coy said he
was stunned when he heard that 600 people
were already attending the church’s first
satellite site, which started in Boca Raton in
November.
“My first thought was ‘No, I don’t think
this will work. Reducing the pastor to an HD
format almost sounds sacrilegious,”’ Coy said.
But South Florida real estate doesn’t come
cheap and Calvary Chapel was turning people
away, despite four weekend services. The satellite
venue was a practical solution, Coy said.
Calvary Chapel spent roughly $300,000
retrofitting the Boca campus, with technology,
hiring a campus pastor and other staff
members. If the church had to buy the land, it
would have cost about $7 million, Coy said.
He plans to launch a second satellite church in

30-minute problem. He found that members participation levels dip drastically if they have
to drive longer than that to get to church.
“It became obvious to us that the issue was
not love for God or love for church — the issue
was drive time,” he said.
Willow Creek became one of the first
churches in the country to start the “church
within a church” phenomenon, spawning
neighborhood churches throughout the Chica
go suburbs. Church size ranges from 1,000 to
2,000 members - a far less daunting number
than the 7,000-seat auditorium at their main
campus.
Dave and Karen Luce started attending
Willow Creek’s first satellite site in Wheaton
in 2001, after five years of driving about 40
minutes to the main church.
' “It was really nice to be in a smaller church
again where you did see the same faces week
after week, and of course it was a much easier
drive,” said Dave.
The franchise concept also affords churches
the freedom to tailor each service to a
specific demographic. A satellite offspring of
Lake Pointe Church in Rockwall, Texas, is
known as the cowboy church. Held on a dusty
ranch in Royse City, far from its suburban
mother, the message is the same, but the live
worship music has a Texas twang, said Pastor
Steve Stroope who has about 12 different
services on six campuses.
Critics warn that some churches are taking
the multisite phenomenon too far. World
Changers Church, based in the suburbs of
Atlanta, has spun off four satellite locations in
New York City. Even local satellite churches
have their pitfalls. Multi-sites can splinter
congregations, skew a sense of community and
foster a culture that idolizes one preacher, said
Dr. Scott Thumma of Hartford Institute forReligion Research.
“Anytime you have congregations
worshipping either at multiple times or multi
ple locations, you run the risk of not having a
robust, rich sense of who the congregation is,”
Thumma said. “It’s disjointed pieces and

suburban Broward County later this year.

therefore allows for little cliques or niches

Willow Creek Senior Pastor Bill Hybels
calls the satellite church the solution to the

within the congregation.”

CHURCH DIRECTORY
GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST
CHURCH

=
955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265

Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.

Saint John Prhuitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Scheduled Services:

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Are you a

Sabbath Observer?

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

None

Looking for
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.
Well, Come to the House of God.

The House of God
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
BISHOP JOHNNY
WILLIAMS and wife, LADY
CALQUETTA WILLIAMS
Daughters of Zion Women's Ministry Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study

Mondays • 7:30 RM.
Praise & Worship Joy Night
Sabbath School

Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.
Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

Praise & Worship Service

Sunday Available for Service

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

3403 N. 34th Street

bishopwilliamstampa@hotmall.com

Tampa, FL 33605

Sunday School.........................................
.8:00a.m.
Worship Service............................................... 9:00a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting . .6:30-7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study .......... 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Greater Gt. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church

Is

Perfect
But
The
Father!

................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone:323-7518

General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer Meeting
& Teachers Meeting

Rev. Clyde Williams

We welcome you at all times.

Come Worship With

4

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
Rev. Jimmie B. Keel, pastor
"We're Busy as Bees - But Sweet As Honey"

912 Third Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
Church School .....................................................................9:00 A.M.
New Member Class.................. ................ <.....................9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship .................................................... ..
.10:30 A.M.
Prayer / Bible Study................ ...............................Tuesday 7:00 PM.
Youth Bible Study .

........................................ .. . Thursday 6:00 RM.

"The Church With A Vision"
1747 West LaSalle Street Tampa, FL

Call: 727 895-5239

813-254-5045

Ml
A Woman After
God’s
Own Heart...

the First Baptist Family

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Mount <Dlive AME Church — Tampa

Johnnie Mae Howard

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

7:00 pm

Tuesday Night

Ordained Missionary

First Baptist Institutional Church

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

11:00 a.m.

'''• ■ '

: ' IHB /

8:00 am
9:45 am
11:00 am

Mid-week Family Night Bible Study

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School

Early Morning
Church School
Mid-Moming - -

Spiritually
Connected
Call for Prayers &
Testimonies

Sunday (Church) School.................................
Sunday Worship....... ............................................

Reverend and Lady James C.
Givens Pastor

First Sunday Worship...,...................7:45 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study .................................
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

L. P. Davis
Memorial Baptist Church

2700 5th Ave. So., St.
Petersburg, Fla.

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
www.bmmbc .org
Sunday Worship Services
Sunday School
Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)
Bible Study

8:00 am
9:30 am
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
■
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

Rev. Darrel Davis, Sr.

11:00 am

Early Morning Worship .......... ...... \ ..................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ............................ ............ ...............9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . ............... .. . ... .. . . . . .11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study .............. ...... . . . .............6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ........; .11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service
..;..........:..... .6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service .......... ................................
.7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday ............. ...... .6:30 p.m.

Pastor
Sunday School.................................. ................9:30am
Morning Worship...............................11:00am

God’s House In The City’

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Evening Service........... ..............................6:00pm
Prayer Meeting, Bible Study

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every S.unday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Wednesday...........7:30pm
A\cht

%

(Cnnununttfi ClrurdT

Rev. Clarence Williams,
,
Pastor

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

727-327-2009

"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

yy ww
.A.* k

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin ....................................................................
Associate Pastor •
Finance Ministry ................ ... . . ...................... ................................. ..................... James Robinson

Children & Youth Ministry ............................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry................................................................. .................. ........................... Wyvonnia McGee

Lakeview Presbyterian Church

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
•
(813) 327-0593

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

Pentecostal Teippk Cljurcli of God ip Christ

(727) 822-0784
Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) -9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack

(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

MorningWorship: 11:00 a.m.

10th Street Church Of God

Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

207 - 10th Street North • St. Petersburg, FL 33705
__

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the

Sunday

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:45 a.m.

Wednesday
-Saturday

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Morning Glory
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705

0 cfiurcfi "working togetherfor the uyhuihfing of (gofbkingfomO

Macedonia Freewill Baptist
Church
Elder: Tony Smith
900 - 16th Avenue South • Sfc Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. * Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

:

prize of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

(727) 898-9407
MM
■

91

Sunday School..........;....,.:........,.................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................................ 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer....,;,,;.,;.....,....6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study ..................7:30 p.m.

■

«■

Friendship
Missionary Baptist

The church where what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

Church

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

ST WARM MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Dr. John A. Evans,

www.fmbctheship.org

Pastor ’

Sunday................ 7:45 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School..... .................. ............... 9:30 AM
Wednesday..............Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 PM Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday..... ...............7 PM Youth Enrichment
"Serving and Saving," "Helping and Healing,"
"Inspiring and Instructing," "Praying and Praising.” '

Schedule of Services
Church School ........
.9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ......
.10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .......5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday ......... 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

-IL
,+T

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

One weekfrom cfiurcfi makes one weak.\3

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Queen Street
Church Of God In Christ

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356
Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

CjteaieA, Ismcfr 'fbavid

Gku/wk

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship............ ...............................7:00 a.m.
Sunday
a.m.
Morning Worship...............................................................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union........................... ...........................4:30 p.m.
Communion...........................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays...... ............................................................... ....7:30 p.m.

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ...
Sunday Morning Worship .....
Ladies Bible Class Monday ....
Sunday Evening Worship .....
Monday Evening Bible Class ...
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

1.9:00
.10:30
. .7:00
. .5:00
. .7:00
. .7:00

a.m.
a.m,.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Rev. G. M. Curry

“The Church Where Everybody Js Somebody”

Dominion Worship Ministriis
“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
Sunday

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727)896-5228

8am, 10am Morning Worship
lst & 3rd Sunday
5pm Evening Celebration

Monday

The Rock

of Jesus

(formerly Childs Park United Methodist Church)
Telephone #: (727) 327-0015 • Fax #: (727) 327-002\
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

9 am
10:30 am

Midweek P.U.S.H. (Prayer Meeting/Bible,
Study)
7 pm

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor
“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope’

Wednesday
’’

, Noonday Prayer
5:30-9:30pm
“Inside the Family”

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Thursday 5
Worship & Performing Arts Ministry

Monday. Wednesday, Saturday
6am Prayer -

•

Dominion Worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
3200 Fifth Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-1373

Pastor

Church School
Praise & Worship Service

Wednesday Services:

THE ROCK OF JESUS’ NEW LOCATION:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Rev. .Norris L. Martin, Sr.

Sunday Services:

Missionary Baptist Church

Church School............... ..9:15 a.m, - 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: 10:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
Praise and Worship: 10:15 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service:. 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday evening at 6:30 p.m.
Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer

Early Morning Worship___................. ..................... 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School........ «....................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................. ....................... 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting..7:00 p.m.
> Friday Prayer Meeting.......... ....................................11:00 a.m.
“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

Place your
ad here

Place your ad here
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
Advertise your next garage sale here • Call Today! to place your ad • (727) 896-2922

jMS Fam

Great Food!
Breakfast • Lunch
Dinner

Jsfeilte Wte of B*

SPONSORED BY

featuring

Hours:
Mon-Thurs
8 AM - 9 PM
Fri & Sat
8 AM-12 PM
10 AM-4 PM
Sun

Stephanie’s Catering Service
“Food for tha soul... ”

gnwi nfcn affling to gtr o*wg
Sam
ifcKfeserf ;«rfiK5*5i«fe
taitwfettewB

Vi

CFtts/HHAs
W fin fesral sns tw» HHA
CSlSnCMOT

SO' EMPLOYERS ■& 500+ JOB OPENING'S!

LPtfe

Delivery available

Bwfl - Ssu» art

RAYMOND JAMES

Phone: 727.209.0177 •

Fax in your order: 727.209.0178

BRIGHT HOUSE NETWORKS

; rjyLissj rsJM-JtJss " “■»«

401 34th St. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33713 (Mosley Motel)

BIC GRAPHIC USA

Taste of SouC (gafa

Us&

of

. j

CITY OE ST, PETERSBURG
AHD MANY MORE!

Soul Food Fantasy * 401 34th Street N., St. Petersburg, FL 33713

“Golden Moon Casino”

THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 2005
9:00 - 1 :00PM

Stephanie’s Catering Cordially Invites you to attend A Night of Soul,

Philadelphia, MS

Fashionable Food Presentations, featured Art Guest, Design Fruit Baskets,

June 10 -13,2006

Shrimp Cocktail, Specialty Cakes, Drinks and much more!

LOCATION; spciaHKGYMNAauM-sr.nasB^iaG
6603 3™ AW NOffiH
Tor more information concerning this event contact James Martin,

R.S.V.P. by May 19,2006 • Limited Seating

$280pp (w/o ticket)

Ui

in b.vw.ny to jrnWc rtrpifost.:
quaWpaKatiW tare «

COX TARGET MEDIA
.

Saturday June 3rd 2006

ONLY $315pp (Dbl. Occupancy);

TWs is ws

TRADEWINDS BEACH RESORT

(FLS.O.TAST35137)

“B.B.King”

S-O 128 to;

ST. PETERSBURG GENERAL HOSPITAL

Stepfianie^Catering (Presents:

A

.»

’ !«»!■; Cam J4fxn to 15Um

BAYFRONT MEDICAL

Road Ready Travel

’ T**®

StfWfltiW'

BANK OF AMERICA

St. Petersburg Business Services Account Manager at (727) 329- 1490 Txl, 114

$20.00 advance, $30.00 door

DON’T WAIT!
Call Now! For Reservations: 813-964-1062
16214 N. Nebraska Avenue, Lutz, FL 33549

Maintenance

Visa, MasterCard, American Express accepted

Multiple openings; various shifts available. Call 727-523-4100
for an application or come by - The Hospice of the Florida
Suncoast at 5771 Roosevelt Blvd in Clearwater. Ask for the
Career Center • eoe/dfwp

WEBB'S BAIL BOND

(^JiMectwns
(Medical Uniforms)

www.thehospice.org

LJfan <yOM FREEDOM?"

Owners
i Michelle (727) 687-1078

Medical Equipment Driver

2500 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Ty (727) 729-0340

The Hospice of the Florida Suncoast seeks a customer-focused
individual to deliver and set up patient beds and other durable
medical equipment. Good driving record and friendly attitude
required. At The Hospice of the Florida Suncoast, we provide
compassionate care to patients and families throughout the area,
regardless of race, religious affiliation, or income. For an application,
call the HR Dept. at 727-523-4100 or stop by our Career Center in
Clearwater. • eoe/dfwp

(727)895-3207
24 Hours A Day
365 Days A Year
W^snry Webb - Sondsman’"?'•

Get Involved!

P.O. Box 350551
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

www.thehospice.org

Living with HIV/AIDS? Get involved

“CFS:

with the Ryan White Care Council.
Federal funds for services are

Commaaily Financial Services, lac.

available in your community. Help

Deborah
Rivera

decide what services to provide.
Angela Berthelot

Call Nicole at 727-217-7921 today!

BQOHt&e&iNf.

A lot of house at an unbeatable price just
waiting for the right buyer. Nice size rooms.
Large front and back yards, fenced. Near
schools, quiet neighborhood, centrally located.

3822 gfcb Street South * P,0. Box 19CSS * St, Petersburg, H, 33733

CHARGES
RUTENbERG

BarBara

<W) 83MTO liiim

HAMRich

™ 89e»04®

f#SS

COLDUieiX

BANKERS

$115,000

csrvs@tampabay.rr.com

ReaItor9

(727) 381-2345

Boley Centers for
Behavioral Health Care

Direct Line (727) 867-7946

1545 S. Belches Rd.
CIearwater, FL J J 764

CeIL (727) 515-8101

REED CHIROPRACTIC, P.L.L.C.

Fax: (727) 867-7949

3651 42"d Ave. South, Suite C-104

blhamrich ©aol.com

St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

EmmI:

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

has employment
opportumtiesayailabie?
' Please, call ourjobline of

We Buy Houses

visit our website for

3 Days Cash

Jobline: (727) 821-4819 x8

an up-to-date list of
our openings.
website:,

www.boleycenters.org

Any Area, Any Condition
Pre-Foreclosure I Bankruptcy I Divorce

■ I. *■ , ',i.„
Ohwmuoi Fl #f/64j
Dr. Kelly M. Reed, Jr.

W-UMAKl

8

l/Hnv

S

(II! 727-.’7fi-6«JO

lollNSON

>4X 7?/fi&AJAftO
8m.1L

r

..’A,},

Ms. Patricia Williams, L.M.T.

CHIROPRACTIC AND ACUPUNCTURE
HEALTH CARE
MASSAGE THERAPY

wvyw.3dayscash.com

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS, SPORTS INJURIES,
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

FAST CASH! CALL NOW!

NEUROMUSCULAR & RELAXATION THERAPY

813-980-1104/813-785-5904

S MEj

ACCEPTING AETNA & UNITED HEALTH CARE AND MOST
INSURANCE PLANS

Three "Roses" at Every Closing

Newspaper Carriers
Needed
No Experience Required
Will Train

email: bob@3dayscash.com

Home Delivery (Thursday only)

ALL MAJOR CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

SELLER

BROKER

TRIPLE

ROSE

Apply in Person:
2500 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Street S.,
St Petersburg

HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

CALL (727) 864-1882

BUYER

REALTY

Complete Red Estate Sendees or Referrals
Mordecai Wdlker, Broker
Phone 727-898-6543

Fax

Cell 7274396567

727-5500815

E-Mail 3roserealty@vetizon.net

|«SSS’
M Se

231 Driftwood Road S.E.
St. Petersburg, FL33705

*
We Sell HUD Properties / FHA-VA

Bayline.
Realty

.'

George E. Banks, M.D.

PICK OF THE WEEK!

Gynecology

11-17-29

5203 Central Avenue

42-45-50

DOG DAYS

St. Petersburg, FL 33710

www: baylinerealry. com
baylirte2@verizon.net

Office:(727) 327-2966
Fax:(727)321-5514

Affordable Housing

Joyce Green-Cooper
Realtor® ■

:-

■ Residential
, Investment Properties

• Most Major Insurance Plans Accepted
• NeW Patients Welcomed

. 1002N.MLK Avenue
Clearwater. FL 33755
Office; (727) 449-0455
Cell: (727) 204-6183* .a
Fax:(727)447-5957

CASH 3

Commercial

• Office Hours By Appointment

" -‘A’

T

063 092 151
294 372 471

1-7

3-4
4-5

5-7

6-2

3-8
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EDUCATION
Local Youth Excel in Brain Bowl
presented to LaVeme Johnson.
The Summit consisted of a variety
Special to the Challenger
of workshops geared towards youth
from kindergarten through 12th grade,
The 21stAnnual Brain Bowl Competifion which were conducted throughout the
& Florida National Achievers Society Summit day. College recruiters were on hand to
was held on March 24-25, 2006, at the provide valuable information to the high
Tampa ConventioifCenter. The summit school students regarding their pursuits
is hosted by the Florida Education Fund. . of a college education.
The St. Petersburg College Center
The Florida Education Fund is a non
of
Excellence
produced two winrting
profit corporation established to ensure
that those who have been historically teams. In the 6th-8th grade category, the
underrepresented at various levels of math team, Math Force took first place.
education are afforded an opportunity to The students from Bay Point Middle
pursue higher-education. In an effort to school coached by Esvictoria Blasinaccomplish this mission, the Florida gane were as follows; Ryan .HusselEducation Fund has established Centers baugh,; Captain, Dylan Germack, coof Excellence throughout the State to Captain, Ryan Callahan, Samantha Joce
identify and motivate historically disad lyn, and Marquis Lyons. The 9th & 10th
vantaged elementary and high school grade team called the YES-SECME All
students to strive towards academic stars placed 4th in their event. The 11th
excellence, cultural enrichment, and & 12th grade math team placed 5 th.
In the Brain Bowl Competition,
career awareness,
z
St. Petersburg College is one of the Ebony Expressions placed 3rd. ' The
local Centers of Excellence funded by team, coached by Ms. Gwendolyn
the Florida Education Fund under the (Gigi) Glenn and A. LaVeme Johnson,
directorship of Linda Hogans. The St. consisted of Tracy Johnson (Inter-colle
Petersburg College, Center of Excel giate), captain, DeShaun Johnson
co-captain,
Ryan
lence sponsored the Regional Brain (Gibbs/PCCA),
Bowl Competition on February 18,2006 Copeland (Boca Ciega), Derek Williams
at the St. Petersburg College Allstate (Lakewood), Tashyla Crawley (St.
Center. This competition had Math and Petersburg), and Frank Peterman, 411
•
African-American History and Culture (Lakewood).
The, 1st place team was from the
teams which advanced to the State Com
Tallahassee Center of Excellence, and,
petition held on March 25,2006.
The opening ceremony of the 21st the 2nd place team was from the North
Annual Brain Bowl Competition & Florida Center of Excellence.
All teams who placed in the top 3
Florida National Achievers Society
were-awarded
the opportunity to select
Summit featured the Honorable John Winn,
Florida Commissioner of Education and from a variety of scholarships donated
the Honorable Dr. Rony Francois, Florida by various private and state colleges and
Secretary of Health. An awards recognition universities located throughout the state

BY A, LAVERNE JOHNSON
AND ROSE MACK

and talent extravaganza completed the

of Florida. The Summit was culminated

opening ceremony. Tracy Johnson was
recognized as the Achiever of the Year
for her academic excellence. DeShaun
Johnson received the Community Service
Award. The parent of the year was

by an awards banquet where all the win
ning teams were recognized for their
hard work.

(left to right) Gigi Glenn, Coach, Tashyla Crawley, Ryan Copeland, DeShaun Johnson,
co-Captain, Tracy Johnson Captain, Derek Williams, Frank Peterman III, A. LaVerne
Johnson, Assistant Coach
Photos by A. LaVerne Johnson

Dr. Lawrence Morehouse, President
& CEO, FEF, Tracy Johnson, National
Achiever Society, Achiever of the
Year, and Lyra Logan, Esq, Vice
President & General Counsel, FEF

Sandra Paulik, coach, Eric Paulik,
Gerald Morris, Blair Simons, Joshua Smith,
Jennie Lee (9th & I Oth grade category)

Coach, Javan Turner, Dion Burton, Captain,
Nehal Gheewala, Hermon Williams,
Derek Connelly, Ankit Bavishi

“I never doubted my ability, but when you hear all
your life you're inferior, it makes you wonder if the
other guys have something you’ve never seen before.
If they do, I’m still looking for it.”

OPEN DAILY

Aaron, Hank Baseball Star

Sacred Treasures of the Bible

More Fantastic Specials from NCL
UfVUM

Alaska

7-©»y
Norwegian

Enrolling Now

Star

Starting
$749

For 2006-2007 .

Europe

Kindergarten - 8th Grade

Bermuda

Caribbean

Bahamas &
Florida

.Gutenberg Bible

This unique

7-My
Spirit

7,-OW
Norwegian
Dream

7-Day
Norwegian
. 'Majesty ■
Starting from

Starting fr«m

$549

$599

Hawaii

Mexican Riviera

Norwegian

ftem'
$429

Panama Canal

exhibition high-

leaves and the

liqhts over 100

Bible of the
Pilgrims. Truly a

rare artifacts

Once-in-a-Lifetime

including Dead

Experience!

Sea Scroti
Fragments...

• Fully Accredited curriculum,
• Christian Environment
• Computer Classes
• Math, Reading & Writing Lab
• P.E., Music, & Art Classes
• Vegetarian Meals
• Before and After School Program

•>.
7-Day
Norwegian
Brewn

r-Oay
'RStML ;
. 'Aloha

$i,599

$749

South America

Dinner & Dance
Cruises

’

Starting tmm

8*Day
' Star
Starting frotiv

16-Oay
Monwegtan
■ Cn»WB-

$599

$1,199

Florida International Museum
244 Second Avenue North, Downtown St. Petersburg
www.florictamuseum.org 727-341-7900
FOR TICKETS CALL

• Caring Staff
• Small class size
“Educating The Head, The Heart, & The Hand"

Norwegian

Pauline Jennings
ELITE TRAVEL MANAGEMENT GROUP
Come Cruise with us,
call me

wi

727-867-1333

821-6th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fl 33701

warwegteft
. . Crown
$t»rti», frwn

For Registration Packet, Call 727-823-1619

$1,649

V877-33B1BLE
INKANDBI.OOD.COM

Monday-Saturday 9 am-6 pm, Sunday Noon-6 pm, Last entry at 5 pm

sera

Norwegian

|38CUEARCHAhlNH.
Institute of Museum and Library Services

Norwettiatn C ratal Li I
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"799
M>

Boneless Ribeye Steak
Publix Premium Certified Beef, USDA Choice,
Beef Rib, Any Size Package

' SAW OP TO 2J5O IB

Boar's Head®
Londonport
Seasoned Roast Beef.,

Large
White Shrimp.....

959.

Sliced Fresh in the Publix Deli!
i io T#'*^

4.99«,

Cake Mix

Previously .Frozen,,

Assorted Varieties,18.to 19.5-oz box
(Excluding Pound and Angel Food Cake.)
(Limit two deals on selected
advertised varieties.)

SAVE UP TO 3.00 IS

Publix Deli proudly features a
full line of Boar's Head* products.

K,

Farm-Raised,

31 to 35 per Pound

i irt

Betty Crocker
SuperMoist

............. on cA-rrrCCC

Contessa
A Complete Meal.

°"FREE

.GET ONE

Or Homestyle Meal,
Assorted Varieties,
Restaurant Quality,
22 or 24-02 bag

SAVE UP TO 5-99

SAVE OPTO 1.69

White or Red
Seedless Grapes.......

1.29.

Sodium-Free and CholesteFol-Free,
Chilean Grown
SAVE UP TO .7© LB

White
Mountain
Bread.............................................

1.79

Handmade in Our Bakery, Baked Fresh Throughout the Day,
From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf •

SAVE UF TO .20

12-Pack
Selected 7-Up,
RC or Diet Rite..........

12-Pack

215.00

Or A&W or Flavors,
12-oz can

•

o

Bud Light Beer........... ’.... 0.39
Or Budweiser, Bud Ice, Bud Ice Light
or Budweiser Select, 12-oz bot.

' suRnHSMGcr ww mex

SAVE UP TO 2.98 -OH 2

SHOPPING

Sun Chips
Multigrain Snacks..

Frosted Flakes, 17.5 or 20-oz box or Froot
Loops, Corn Pops, Apple Jacks or Corn
Flakes, 19.1 to 24-oz box (Limit two deals
on selected advertised varieties.)

Garden Salsa Flavored,
11.5-oz bag (Limit two deals
on selected advertised varieties.)

216.00

SAVE UP TO .98 ON 2

SAVE OPTO 4.29

Publix
WHERE

clrel9’5................ SSFREE

IS

A

PLEASURE .*

ZSSC

vki

Prices Effective Thursday, March 30 through Wednesday, April 5, 2006.
Only in the Following Counties: Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Sumter, Polk, Highlands and Osceola,
Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity Rights Reserved.
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